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Abstract
Supernova remnants (SNRs) are nowadays considered as the favoured sources of
galactic cosmic rays. When accelerated protons encounter the interstellar material
they produce neutral pions, which in turn decay into gamma rays. The observation
of the γ-ray emission from SNRs therefore is a compelling way to identificate and
locate the acceleration sites of the protons. Spatial extension of γ-ray sources is
an important characteristic for correctly associating their γ emission with their
counterparts at other wavelengths and for obtaining an unbiased model of their
spectra.
The purpose of the analyses performed in this thesis is the test of the new Fermi
Pass 8 data for the study of the emission of extended sources. The paradigmatic
example of W44, one of the brightest extended sources in the γ-ray sky, was
chosen as case of study.
This thesis is structured in four chapters:
• Chapter 1 provides an overview of the Fermi-LAT technical characteristics
and of the process of selection of the data that are then available for the
analysis. Attention is focused on the new event types (based on the quality
of the reconstructed energy and direction) that comes with the Pass 8 release.
• Chapter 2 describes the Fermi Science Tools, the standard instrument for
the data analysis in the Fermi-LAT collaboration. The steps followed in a
standard likelihood analysis are also presented.
• Chapter 3 resumes the literature on W44, pointing out the features of the
spectral and spatial models used for describing its γ-ray emission.
• Chapter 4 finally presents the results obtained with Pass 8 data analysis on
W44 SNR.
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Chapter 1
The Fermi Large Area Telescope
1.1

The LAT instrument

The Large Area Telescope (LAT) [1] is an imaging, wide field-of-view, pair-conversion
telescope with a precision converter-tracker and calorimeter detecting photons
from 20 MeV to more than 300 GeV. Along with the Gamma-ray Burst Monitor
(GBM), dedicated to the study of transient phenomena in the 8 keV - 40 MeV
energy range, it constitutes the scientific equipment on board the Fermi Gamma-ray
Space Telescope1 spacecraft [2][3], launched into a near-Earth orbit on 11 June 2008.

1.1.1

Principles of operation

Since high-energy γ-rays cannot be reflected or refracted, their detection is made
possible by the conversion of the γ into an e+ e− pair, through the interaction
with an high-Z nucleus. Charged particles can then be tracked by silicon strip
detectors before being stopped in the calorimeter, which measures the total energy
deposited. The LAT is build as an array of 4 × 4 identical towers (37 cm square
and 66 cm tall), with a converter-tracker and a calorimeter module. A segmented
anticoincidence detector (ACD) encloses the instrument, vetoing events triggered
by cosmic ray background particles. A programmable trigger and the data
acquisition system (DAQ) complete the instrument.
• Precision converter-tracker (TKR)
The converter-tracker has 16 planes of tungsten (W), i.e. the high-Z material
1 Formerly

known as Gamma-Ray Large Area Space Telescope GLAST
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Figure 1.1: (a) Schematic of the LAT, including the layout of the 16 CAL modules and 12 of the
16 TKR modules (for graphical clarity the ACD is not shown). (b) Schematic of a LAT
tower (including a TKR and a CAL module). The layout of the tungsten conversion
planes in the TKR is illustrated. Figures from [4].

necessary for the conversion γ → e+ e− . The converter planes are interleaved
with single-sided silicon strip detectors that record the passage of charged
particles, thus measuring the tracks of the particles resulting from pair
conversion. This information is then used to reconstruct the direction of
the incident γ-rays. The tungsten converter foils in the first 16 planes lie
immediately above the upper detector layer in each plane. The lowest two
planes have no tungsten converter material.
Incident photons preferentially convert in one of the tungsten foils, and
the resulting particles are tracked by the SSDs through successive planes.
The pair conversion signature is also used to help reject the much larger
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background of charged cosmic rays. Multiple scattering of the e+ and e−
and bremsstrahlung production limit the obtainable resolution. In order
to get optimal results the charged particles directions must be measured
immediately following the conversion. Therefore the silicon-strip detector
layers must have high efficiency and must be held close to the converter foils.
In order to balance between the need for converter material to maximize the
effective area and the requirement for minimization of inactive regions, the
tracker was divided into 2 regions, “front” and “back”. The front region
(first 12 tracking planes) has thin converters, each 0.03 radiation lengths
thick, to optimize the angular resolution at low energy; the converters in
the back (4 planes after the front tracker section) are ∼ 6 times thicker, to
maximize the effective area at the expense of less than a factor of two in
angular resolution (at 1 GeV) for photons converting in that region.
The aspect ratio of the tracker (height/width) is 0.4, allowing a large field
of view (FoV) of 2.4 sr and ensuring that nearly all pair-conversion events
will pass into the calorimeter. The choice of silicon-strip detectors gives
to the tracker a self-triggering capability, getting rid of the necessity of an
external trigger. In addition, all of the LAT instrument subsystems utilize
technologies that do not use consumables, such as the gas of tracking spark
chambers used in previous high-energy γ-ray telescopes, as the Energetic
Gamma Ray Experiment Telescope (EGRET) on board the Compton Gamma
Ray Observatory (CGRO) [5].
• Calorimeter (CAL)
The primary purposes of the calorimeter are
– to measure the energy deposition due to the electromagnetic particle
shower that results from the e+ e− pair;
– to image the shower development profile, providing an important background discriminator and an estimator of the shower energy leakage
fluctuations.
Each calorimeter module has 96 cesium iodide (thallium activated) CsI ( Tl )
crystals (with dimensions 2.7 cm × 2.0 cm × 32.6 cm). The crystals are optically isolated from each other and are arranged horizontally in 8 layers of
12 crystals each. The total vertical depth of the calorimeter is 8.6 radiation
5
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lengths (for a total instrument depth of 10.1 radiation lengths). The size
of the CsI crystals is a compromise between electronic channel count and
desired segmentation within the calorimeter. The lateral dimensions of the
crystals are comparable to the CsI radiation length (1.86 cm) and Molière
radius for electromagnetic showers (3.8 cm). Each crystal element is read out
by PIN photodiodes, mounted on both ends of the crystal, which measure
the scintillation light that is transmitted to each end. The difference in light
levels provides a determination of the position of the energy deposition
along the CsI crystal. This position is one of three spatial coordinates, the
other two are simply the physical location of the crystal in the array, that
allow spatial imaging of the shower and reconstruction of its direction. Each
crystal end has its own front-end and preamplifier electronics assembly. The
position resolution achieved by the ratio of light seen at each end of a crystal
scales with the deposited energy and ranges from a few millimeters for
low energy depositions (∼ 10 MeV) to a fraction of a millimeter for large
energy depositions (> 1 GeV). Although the calorimeter is only 8.6 radiation
lengths deep, the longitudinal segmentation enables energy measurements
up to 1 TeV.

• Anticoincidence detector
The Anti-coincidence Detector (ACD) allows the discrimination of photons
from the large background given by charged cosmic rays. The ACD is
required to provide at least 0.9997 efficiency (averaged over the ACD area)
for detection of singly charged particles entering the field-of-view of the
LAT. It consists of plastic scintillators hermetically enclosing the tracker and
the calorimeter, which respond only to the passage of charged particles.
However, it is essential to avoid the “self-veto” effect, i.e. the rejection of
γ-rays with energies above 10 GeV because of the backsplash2 on the ACD of
secondary particles produced in the calorimeter. For this purpose the ACD
is segmented into 89 plastic scintillator tiles providing spatial information
that can be correlated with the signal from tracker and calorimeter modules.
Scintillation light from each tile is recorded by wavelength shifting fibers em2 In

high-energy events, back-scattered particles from the calorimeter returning into the tracker
and triggering the ACD

6
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bedded in the scintillator and connected at their ends to two photomultiplier
tubes (PMTs). An important remark is that the ACD system permits also the
detection of charged particles, in particular electrons and positrons, allowing
high precision measurements of the electron plus positron spectrum [6].
In this case, obviously, the scintillators must be used in coincidence with
the tracker signals. Since Fermi-LAT experiment was not designed for the
detection of cosmic rays, it does not have a magnetic spectrometer and
cannot directly measure the charge of the particles. However, techniques
based on the geomagnetic field have been developed to distinguish positrons
and electrons in order to measure charge dependent quantities such as the
positron fraction [7].
• DAQ system
The Data Acquisition System (DAQ) collects the data from the other subsystems, implements the multilevel event trigger, provides on-board event
filtering to reduce the number of downlinked events. The DAQ architecture
is hierarchical as shown in Figure (1.2). At the lowest level shown there
are 16 Tower Electronics Modules (TEMs), the interface to the tracker and
calorimeter pair in each tower. Each TEM generates instrument trigger
primitives from combinations of tower subsystem (tracker and calorimeter)
triggers, provides event buffering to support event readout, and communicates with the instrument-level Event Builder Module (EBM) that is part
of the Global-trigger/ACD-module/Signal distribution Unit (GASU). The
GASU consists of (i) the Command Response Unit (CRU) that sends and
receives commands and distributes the DAQ clock signal, (ii) the GlobalTrigger Electronics Module (GEM) that generates LAT-wide readout decision
signals based on trigger primitives from the TEMs and the ACD, (iii) the
ACD Electronics Module (AEM) performing the same tasks of the TEM but
for the ACD, and (iv) the Event Builder Module (EBM) that builds complete
LAT events out of the information provided by the TEMs and the AEM,
and sends them to Event Processor Units (EPUs). There are two operating
EPUs to support on-board processing of events with filter algorithms designed to remove charged particle background events and maximize the
rate of γ-ray triggered events within the total rate that can be downlinked,
reducing, after this processing, the event rate from 2 − 4 kHz to ∼ 400 Hz.

7
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Finally, the Spacecraft Interface Unit (SIU) controls the LAT and contains
the command interface to the spacecraft. The time between a particle interaction in the LAT that causes an event trigger and the latching of the
tracker discriminators is 2.3 to 2.4 µs, much of this delay due to the analog
rise times in the tracker front-end electronics. Similarly, the latching of
the analog sample-and-holds for the calorimeter and the ACD are delayed
(programmable delay of ∼ 2.5 µs) until the shaped analog signals peak. The
minimum instrumental dead time per event readout is 26.50 µs, which is the
time required to latch the trigger information in the GEM and send it from
the GEM to the EBM.

Figure 1.2: LAT Data Acquisition System (DAQ) architecture. The Global-trigger/ACDmodule/Signal distribution Unit (GASU) consists of the ACD Electronics Module, the
Global Trigger Module (GTM), the Event Builder Module (EBM), and the Command
Response Unit (CRU). The trigger and data readout from each of the 16 pairs of
tracker and calorimeter modules is supported by a Tower Electronics Module (TEM).
There are two primary Event Processing Units (EPU) and one primary Spacecraft
Interface Unit (SIU). Figure from [2].
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1.1.2

On orbit operation

Fermi spacecraft orbits at an altitude of ∼ 565 km with an inclination of 25.6◦
with respect to the equator. In this way the instrument is partially shielded from
CRs by the Earth’s magnetosphere. To take full advantage of the LAT’s large
FoV3 , the primary observing mode of Fermi is the so-called “scanning” mode
in which the normal to the front of the instrument (z axis) on alternate orbits is
pointed to +50◦ 4 from the zenith direction and towards the pole of the orbit and
to −50◦ from the zenith on the subsequent orbit. In this way, after 2 orbits the sky
exposure is almost uniform. The LAT does not operate when its orbit crosses the
South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA), where the Van Allen radiation belt comes close to
the Earth’s surface at an altitude of ∼ 200 km and the flux of energetic particles is
so high that it can saturate the electronics. For particularly interesting targets of
opportunity, the observatory can be inertially pointed.

1.2

Pass 8 Event classification

Data downlinked from the spacecraft are considered to be Level 0 data, they contain information about the “hits” in the various parts of the LAT, i.e. signals
that result from the interaction of the event or its products with the various
components of the telescope. The Level 1 processing involves reconstructing the
interaction of the event in the LAT from the hits, identifying the type of event (e.g.
astrophysical photon) and characterizing the relevant physical parameters of the
event (e.g. direction, energy). Over the course of the mission the event-level analysis software has been periodically updated to take advantage of improvements in
the understanding of the LAT and its orbital environment. Since launch, there
have been four major data releases (Passes): Pass 6 (released at launch) [2], Pass 7
[4], Pass 7 Reprocessed [8], and Pass 8 [9]. The latest Pass 8 release is the first since
launch to introduce significant changes to the event-level reconstruction. Whereas
previous passes were primarily focused on reducing systematic uncertainties in
the instrument response functions, Pass 8 is a comprehensive revision of the entire
3

R
FoV = Aeff (θ, φ)/Aeff (0, 0) dΩ = 2.4 sr at 1 GeV, where Aeff (θ, φ) is the effective area of the
instrument.
4 This value was initially 35◦ but then was incremented since the cooling is more efficient if the
bottom of the instrument points away from the Earth.
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analysis chain that yields substantial gains in instrument performance.

1.2.1

Event reconstruction

One of the the primary motivations for Pass 8 was to mitigate the effect of ghost
events, instrumental pile-up away from the gamma-ray shower that introduces
errors in the measurement of the energy, shower center and direction.
Soon after launch, it became apparent that the LAT was recording events that
included an unanticipated background: remnants of electronic signals from
particles that traversed the LAT a few µs before the particle that triggered the
event. We refer to these remnants as ghosts. An example of such an event is shown
in Figure (1.3)

Incoming γ -ray direction

z
y
"Ghost" activity

Genuine γ -ray

Figure 1.3: A ghost event in the LAT (y–z orthogonal projection). In addition to an 8.5 GeV
back-converting γ-ray candidate (on the right) there is additional activity in all the
three LAT subsystems, with the remnants of a charged-particle track crossing the ACD,
TKR and CAL. The small crosses represent the clusters (i.e., groups of adjacent hit
strips) in the TKR, while the variable-size squares indicate the reconstructed location
of the energy deposition for every hit crystal in the CAL (the side of the square being
proportional to the magnitude of the energy release). The dashed line indicates the
γ-ray direction. For graphical clarity, only the ACD volumes with a signal above the
zero suppression level are displayed. Figure from [4].

Although initially motivated by the issue of ghost events, Pass 8 comes with
improvements in different areas of the event-level analysis:
10
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• revised Monte Carlo simulation of the detectors from which the LAT team
has generated new event selection cuts that increase the acceptance over the
entire LAT energy band;
• event reconstruction
– a new pattern recognition algorithm in the Tracker reconstruction that
does not depend on calorimeter information and is less sensitive to
track confusion induced by the backsplash,
– a better energy reconstruction that improves the handling of energy
leakage and crystal saturation;
• background rejection [10]
– a better algorithm for the association between tracks and ACD tiles for
the rejection of charged particles,
– a new event classification analysis based on boosted decision trees
that improves the separation power between photon and cosmic-ray
background events.
As a result of the improvements made to the event reconstruction and analysis,
Pass 8 contains many more events than Pass 7 for a given time span.

1.2.2

Photon classification: classes and types

As part of the event reconstruction process, the LAT instrument team makes cuts
that classify the events based on their photon probability and the quality of their
reconstruction. These cuts are used to separate events into event classes. Within the
same class events are subdivided into event types applying further selections based
on a specific set of Instrument Response Functions (IRFs) (each class is characterized
by its own set of IRFs) or on individual event topologies (for instance whether an
event converted in the Front or Back section of the Tracker) [11].
The current event classes are built in a nested hierarchy in which the higher
probability photon selections are subsets of the less restrictive selections. Higher
probability photon selections have smaller effective areas, narrower point spread
functions (PSF), and lower contamination of background events. In this set of Pass
8 data (called P8R2 by the LAT team) the background contamination in each class
11
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is calibrated to the best-fit power-law parameterization of the Isotropic Diffuse
Gamma-Ray Background (IGRB) emission from [12] (in Table (1.1) referred to as
A10). The class with the loosest selection criteria is the TRANSIENT class. It is
designed for short duration events, such as gamma-ray bursts, and for other timing studies that benefit from increased photon statistics while tolerating a higher
background fraction and broader PSF. The cleaner photon selections provide lower
background contamination at the expense of lower effective areas (particularly at
low energies). An intermediate selection (SOURCE class in Pass 8) is most favorable for analysis of moderately extended sources and point sources on medium
to long timescales. The most restrictive selection (the ULTRACLEANVETO class
in Pass 8) is ideal for analysis of large regions that are more sensitive to spectral
features caused by instrumental backgrounds. Table (1.1) provides a brief recap
of the main features of the event classes. The “evclass” column indicates the
parameter value associated to the event class selection with the Fermi Science Tools
[13] (see Chapter 2).
In previous LAT data release each event class was partitioned in two conversion
event types (front and back), depending on the location of the Tracker layer where
the photon-to-pair conversion occurred. Photons that convert in the front section
have intrinsically better angular resolution than those that convert in the back
section (being multiple-scattering is more likely to occur in thicker material). The
number of event class partitions has been expanded and generalized into the
concept of event types. Pass 8 introduces two new event type partitions:
• PSF event type: using an event-level quantity indicating the quality of the
reconstructed direction, the data is divided into quartiles, from the lowest
quality quartile (PSF0) to the best quality quartile (PSF3)
• EDISP event type: same as PSF except that the event-level quantity used to
partition the data indicates the quality of the energy reconstruction.
In summary, each event class is partitioned in 3 ways, Table (1.2) resume them
along with the parameters “evtype” associated to the event type selection with
the Fermi Science Tools .
The PSF and EDISP event type selections are specifically optimized to partition the
acceptance of SOURCE class. The constant relative fraction of acceptance across
the four types is only strictly maintained for this class. The LAT IRFs do not
12
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contain information regarding the cross-membership of events between partitions
and therefore it is not possible to mix the event type selections (i.e. there is no IRF
corresponding to events that are only FRONT and PSF3, or to events that are only
PSF3 and EDISP3).

1.3

Instrument Response Functions

The LAT performances are evaluated through a dedicated Monte Carlo simulation.
This is based on the best available representation of the physics interaction, the
instrument and the on-board and ground processing cuts that result in analysis
classes. A large number of γ-ray events are simulated to ensure a good statistic for
every possible photons energies and inclination angles. The comparison between
the properties of the simulated events within a given event class and the input
photons gives the Instrument Response Functions. The IRFs describe the performance as a function of photon energy, incidence angle, conversion point within
the instrument, and other important parameters. They represent the mapping
between the incoming photon flux and the detected events whose classification
depends not only on the LAT hardware but also on the processing that calculates
the event parameters from the observables and assigns probabilities that an event
is a photon.
The IRFs are defined as a function R of the true photon energy E and direction p̂,
the measured photon energy E0 and direction p̂0 and time t, so that the differential
count rate measured by the instrument is given by the convolution of the true
differential flux per unit area at the detector with the IRFs.
dN
( E0 , p̂0 , t) =
0
0
dt dE d p̂

Z

dE d p̂ R( E0 , p̂0 | E, p̂, t)

dN
( E, p̂, t) .
dt dE d p̂ dS

(1.1)

In (1.1) the IRF can be factored into three terms:
R( E0 , p̂0 | E, p̂, t) = Aeff ( E, p̂)
| {z }

Effective Area

×

P( p̂0 | E, p̂)
|
{z
}

Point Spread Function

×

D ( E0 | E, p̂)
|
{z
}

(1.2)

Energy Dispersion

• Aeff ( E, p̂) is the detection efficiency (expressed as an area) for photons of
true energy E and arrival direction p̂;
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• P( p̂0 | E, p̂) is the probability density that a photon with true energy E and
arrival direction p̂ has a reconstructed direction p̂0 ;
• D ( E0 | E, p̂) is the probability density that a photon with true energy E and
arrival direction p̂ has a reconstructed direction E0 .
Actually a scaling factor T (t) should be included in the (1.2), to account for temporal variations due to instrument failures or to the deterioration of instrument
components. Nevertheless the lack of consumables makes the LAT performance
very stable and therefore this term is negligible.

1.3.1

Overview and performance plots

In the next subsections an overview of the IRFS and some performance plot [14]
of Pass 8 (Release 2 Version 6, known as P8R2_V6) class SOURCE5 are provided.
Note that the following plots are produced via the interface to the tabulated IRF
values used internally by the LAT science tools. When plotted versus the energy
of the incident photons, the response functions are sampled in 4 points per energy
decade, which are clearly indicated on the plots and smoothly connected for
graphical clarity.
Effective Area
The IRF sets in CALDB (calibration database) provide effective area separately
for all event types. The efficiency is influenced both from the inclination angle
(θ) and the energy (E) of the incoming photon. For this reason the efficiency is
tabulated in discrete bins over this parameter space to fully encompass the range
accessible to the LAT. The inclination angle is in 32 bins from cos(θ ) = 0.2 to 1.
The logarithm of the energy is in 64 bins from 5.62 MeV to 3.16 TeV (with 16 bins
per decade below 17.8 GeV and 8 bins per decade above 17.8 GeV). Figure (1.4)
shows the effective area as a function of energy for normal incidence photons
(θ = 0, indicated as “on-axis”). Note the rapid change in efficiency with decreasing
energy.
5 The

standard class on which event type partitions were defined.
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Figure 1.4: P8R2_SOURCE_V6 effective area as a function of energy for θ = 0. Plot from [14].

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.5: P8R2_SOURCE_V6 acceptance for PSF (a) and EDISP (b) event type selection.
Plots from [14].

The difference in this IRF between FRONT and BACK event type is significant.
Instead Aeff (θ, φ) variations within PSF or EDISP event types selections is less
severe. This is visible in Figure 1.5 where the acceptance6 is plotted against the
Energy. Notice that the acceptance has a slower turn-on with respect to the
effective area, highlighting the dependence of the FoV on energy.
6 Defined

here as the effective area integrated over the solid angle.
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Point Spread Function (PSF)
The point spread function for the LAT is a function of an incident photon’s energy
and inclination angle, and the event class. Given the angular deviation
δp = 2 sin

−1



| p̂0 − p̂|
2


(1.3)

where p̂0 is the reconstructed direction and p̂ is the true direction and assuming
the parametrized description in which most of the energy dependence is factored
into a scaling term
v
u" 
u
SP ( E ) = t c 0

E
100 MeV

 − β #2

+ c21 ,

(1.4)

the PSF [15] is defined in terms of a scaled-angular deviation
x=

δp
.
SP ( E )

(1.5)

Parameters c0 and c1 in (1.4) are different for each event type, β is fixed. Their
values are tabulated in Table (1.3).
Table 1.3: SP ( E) scaling factor parameters for different event types.

Event Type

c0 (radians)

c1 (radians)

β

FRONT
BACK
PSF0
PSF1
PSF2
PSF3
EDISP0-EDISP3

6.38 × 10−2
1.23 × 10−1
1.53 × 10−1
9.64 × 10−2
7.02 × 10−2
4.97 × 10−2
8.81 × 10−2

1.26 × 10−3
2.22 × 10−3
5.70 × 10−3
1.78 × 10−3
1.07 × 10−3
6.13 × 10−3
1.68 × 10−3

0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

For previous data releases, the LAT team has been reporting that the Monte
Carlo simulations underestimated the PSF at energies of a few GeV and above.
Improvements to the Monte Carlo description of the LAT instrument introduced
in Pass 8 have resolved this discrepancy. In the P8R2_V6 IRFs, the PSF model
16
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is derived entirely from MC simulations and contains no in-flight correction.
The functional form of the analytical description of the LAT’s Point Spread
Function used for fitting MC results is derived and adapted from XMM-Newton
experiment’s [16] (usually described as a “King” function [17]). The function is:
1
K ( x, σ, γ) =
2πσ2



1
1−
γ

−γ
 
1 x2
.
· 1+
·
2γ σ2

(1.6)

Note that this is normalized to 1 when integrated from 0 to infinity, and that the
integral includes a extra factor of 2πx, because it is performed over solid angle
(dΩ = sin( x ) dxdφ ∼ 2πx dx):
Z ∞
0

K ( x, σ, γ) 2πx dx = 1 .

(1.7)

To allow for more accurate descriptions of the tails of the distributions, the sum
of two King functions is used to represent the dependence of the PSF on scaled
deviation for a given incidence angle and energy
P( x; αp ) = f core K ( x, σcore , γcore ) + (1 − f core ) K ( x, σtail , γtail )

(1.8)

where αp is the set of the parameters to fit, f core is a normalization parameter
defined in Pass 8 as:
1
f core =
.
(1.9)
2 /σ2
1 + Ntail σtail
core
The Monte Carlo versions of the PSF are derived by first constructing a histogram
of the scaled angular deviation (i.e. the x defined in (1.5)) for each bin in logarithmic Monte Carlo energy (EMC ) and inclination (cos θMC ). Then, to remove
the extra factor of x from the solid angle integral (1.7), the former histogram is
converted to a density histogram by dividing the contents of each bin by the
bin width, and then the parameters of (1.8) and (1.9) are obtained from the fit.
An example of such converted histogram for the bin centered at 7.5 GeV, and 30
degrees for front-converting events is provided in Figure (1.6).
Figure (1.7) and (1.8) show 68% and 95% containment angles of the PSF for
both the FRONT/BACK and PSF event types. Note the decrease, for energies
E > 10 GeV, of about one order of magnitude for the containment radius when
switching from PSF0 to PSF3 event type.
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Figure 1.6: Monte Carlo histogram of scaled angular deviation for the bin centered at 7.5 GeV,
and 30 degrees, along with the parameters of (1.8) and (1.9) evaluated from the fit.
Figure from [15].

Figure 1.7: P8R2_SOURCE_V6 68 % and 95 % containment angles for FRONT/BACK event
type. Plot from [14].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.8: P8R2_SOURCE_V6 68 % (a) and 95 % (b) containment angles for different PSF
event types. Plots from [14].

Energy Dispersion
The energy dispersion of the LAT is defined in terms of the fractional difference
between the reconstructed energy (E0 ) and the true energy (E) of the events
E0 − E
δE
=
(1.10)
E
E
defining a scaling factor that depends on both true energy (E) and true incidence
angle (θ):
sD ( E, θ ) = c0 (Log E)2 + c1 (cos θ )2 + c2 Log E + c3 cos θ + c4 Log E cos θ + c5 ,
(1.11)
it is possible to define (as done in (1.5) for the angular deviation) a scaled-energy
deviation:
x=

δE
.
E SD ( E )

(1.12)

All 6 parameters in (1.11) have distinct values for different event types, they are
tabulate in Table (1.4).
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Table 1.4: SD ( E) scaling factor parameters for different event types.

Event Type
FRONT
BACK
PSF0/PSF1
PSF2/PSF3
EDISP0
EDISP1
EDISP2
EDISP3

c0
0.0195
0.0167
0.0195
0.0167
0.0281
0.0263
0.0208
0.0159

c1
0.1831
0.1623
0.1831
0.1623
0.4014
0.2880
0.2226
0.0770

c2
−0.2163
−0.1945
−0.2163
−0.1945
−0.1539
−0.1909
−0.1770
−0.17189

c3
−0.4434
−0.4592
−0.4434
−0.4592
−0.2188
−0.2747
−0.3102
−0.2900

c4
0.0510
0.0694
0.0510
0.0694
−0.0877
0.0380
−0.0045
0.0413

c5
0.6621
0.5899
0.6621
0.5899
0.4510
0.5363
0.5147
0.4983

The energy dispersion parameterization developed with the Pass 8 [18] is a combination of two asymmetric exponential power functions normalized to unity. The
asymmetric exponential power function (g) is parametrized by four parameters
(σ, k, b, p) where:
• σ is the sigma of the function
• k is the skewness parameter
• b is the bias
• p is the exponential index
The explicit expression for this base function is:

kp


exp
(−
| x − b| p )
p
p
k
σ
g( x; σ, k, b, p) =
σ Γ(1/p) 1 + k2 
exp(− 1 | x − b| p )
kp σp

if x − b ≥ 0
.

(1.13)

if x − b < 0

For a more accurate description of the energy dispersion function two asymmetric
exponential power functions are combined with overall normalization equal to
one. To do so we introduce an additional parameter (F) that represents the fraction
of events in the first asymmetric exponential power function. The full energy
dispersion function is thus:
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D ( x ) = F × g( x2 ; σ, k2 , b2 , p2 ) + (1 − F ) × g( x2 ; σ2 , k2 , b2 , p2 ) .

(1.14)

Figure (1.9) shows a histogram of the scaled deviation for simulated events passing
the P8R2_SOURCE_V6::FRONT selection. The best-fit energy dispersion function
is shown superimposed as the solid black curve together with the fitted parameters
of (1.14).

Figure 1.9: Monte Carlo histogram of scaled energy deviation for simulated events passing the
P8R2_SOURCE_V6::FRONT. Figure from [18].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.10: Acceptance weighted energy resolution for FRONT/BACK (a) and EDISP (b) event
types. Figures from [14]

Figure (1.10) shows the energy resolution (i.e. 68% containment half width of the
reconstructed incoming photon energy) as a function of energy.
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Table 1.1: Standard Hierarchy for LAT Pass 8 Event Classes

Event class
P8R2_TRANSIENT020

evclass
16

P8R2_TRANSIENT010

64

P8R2_SOURCE

128

P8R2_CLEAN

256

P8R2_ULTRACLEAN

512

P8R2_ULTRACLEANVETO

1024

Description
Transient event class with background rate
equal to two times the A10 IGRB reference
spectrum.
Transient event class with background rate
equal to one times the A10 IGRB reference
spectrum.
Recommended class for most analyses and
provides good sensitivity for analysis of
point sources and moderately extended
sources.
This class is identical to SOURCE below
3 GeV. Above 3 GeV it has a 2 − 4 times
lower background rate than SOURCE and
is slightly more sensitive to hard spectrum
sources at high galactic latitudes.
Background rate between CLEAN and ULTRACLEANVETO.
Cleanest Pass 8 event class. Between
100 MeV and 10 GeV the background rate
is between 2 and 4 times lower than the
background rate of SOURCE class. Recommended to check for CR-induced systematics as well as for studies of diffuse emission
that require low levels of CR contamination.
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Table 1.2: LAT Pass 8 Event Types

Event Type
FRONT
BACK

evtype
1
2

Conversion Type Partition
Description
Events converting in the Front-section of the Tracker.
Events converting in the Back-section of the Tracker.
PSF Type Partition

Event Type
PSF0
PSF1
PSF2
PSF3
Event Type
EDISP0
EDISP1
EDISP2
EDISP3

evtype
4
8
16
32

Description
First (worst) quartile in the quality of the reconstructed direction.
Second quartile in the quality of the reconstructed direction.
Third quartile in the quality of the reconstructed direction.
Fourth (best) quartile in the quality of the reconstructed direction.

evtype
64
128
256
512

EDISP Type Partition
Description
First (worst) quartile in the quality of the reconstructed energy.
Second quartile in the quality of the reconstructed energy.
Third quartile in the quality of the reconstructed energy.
Fourth (best) quartile in the quality of the reconstructed energy.
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Chapter 2
Likelihood analysis
2.1

Fermi Science Tools

The LAT collaboration developed a set of tools, called the Science Tools, to perform
high level data analysis. Publicly available through the FSSC [19], the Science
Tools include tools to simulate LAT observations, to perform temporal analysis of
pulsars, to select and explore LAT data and perform the likelihood analysis that
is described in this chapter.

2.2

Data preparation

There are two LAT data filetypes resulting from the Level 1 processing of the data
downlinked from the Fermi spacecraft:
• Events File: contains a list of events organized in columns for each reconstructed event parameter, two types of events files are provided with different
event class pre-selections:
– Photon File: contains events class and columns with all information necessary (time, energy, position, etc.) for science analysis with SOURCE,
CLEAN, ULTRACLEAN, or ULTRACLEANVETO event classes.
– Extended File: contains TRANSIENT020E- and TRANSIENT015S-class
events.
The Extended File selection is a superset of the Photon File selection.
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• Spacecraft File (also referred to as the “pointing and livetime history” file)
which contains spacecraft location/orientation information necessary for
data analysis.
For each event the photon file contains the following parameters. Through a
subselection based on their values is possible to locate the region of the sky (but
also the time and energy range) of interest then subjected to the analysis.
• ENERGY (MeV) - Reconstructed energy of the event
• RA (degrees) - Reconstructed direction of the event in Right Ascension
• DEC (degrees) - Reconstructed direction of the event in Declination
• L (degrees) - Reconstructed direction of the event in Galactic Longitude
• B (degrees) - Reconstructed direction of the event in Galactic Latitude
• THETA (degrees) - Reconstructed angle of incidence of the event with respect
to the LAT boresight (+Z axis of the spacecraft - the line normal to the top
surface of the LAT)
• PHI (degrees) - Reconstructed angle of incidence of the event with respect
to the +X axis (the line normal to the sun-facing side of the spacecraft)
• ZENITH_ANGLE (degrees) - Angle between the reconstructed event direction and the zenith line (originates at the center of the Earth and passes
through the center of mass of the spacecraft)
• EARTH_AZIMUTH_ANGLE (degrees) - Angle of the reconstructed event
direction with respect to North (line from spacecraft origin to north celestial
pole) as projected onto a plane normal to the zenith. The angle is measured in
degrees east of north, such that 90 degrees indicates that the event originated
from the west.
• TIME (seconds) - Mission elapsed time when the event was detected (MET
is the total number of seconds since 00:00:00 on January 1, 2001 UTC)
• EVENT_ID - Sequence number for the event in the LAT data acquisition
period
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• RUN_ID - Unique identifier for each LAT data acquisition period
• RECON_VERSION - Version of event reconstruction software in use at the
time the event was detected
• EVENT_CLASS - A bitfield indicating which event class selections a given
event has passed. In Pass 8 the internal FITS format of this column has
been changed from a 32-bit integer (TFORMn=J) to a 32-bit bit column
(TFORMn=32X) and supports bitwise selections with the fselect FTOOL
[20]. Pass 8 populates a much larger number of bit values than Pass 7. Bits
for the recommended event classes are bit 4 (P8R2_TRANSIENT020), bit 7
(P8R2_SOURCE), and bit 10 (P8R2_ULTRACLEANVETO).
• EVENT_TYPE - A bitfield indicating which event type selections a given
event has passed. This column is a 32-bit bit column (TFORMn=32X) and
supports bitwise selections with fselect.
• CONVERSION_TYPE - Indicates whether the event induced pair production
in the front (thin) layers or the back (thick) layers of the tracker (front=0,
back=1)
• LIVETIME (seconds) - A short-term measure of accumulated livetime of the
LAT. This value can have gaps and it resets every few seconds. For large
time intervals, the LIVETIME documented in the spacecraft file is correct.
However, for short time intervals, this LIVETIME value can be compared
between two events to gauge the fraction of dead time.
The spacecraft file contains information relative to the spacecraft position or
orientation for 30 second intervals (some intervals may be shorter): Mission
Elapsed Time (MET) of start of interval (START), MET of end of interval (STOP),
ground point latitude, longitude and altitude at START (LAT_GEO, LON_GEO,
RAD_GEO), angle of the spacecraft Z-axis from zenith (ROCK_ANGLE), but
also parameters accounting for the magnitude of the Earth’s magnetic field or
indicating if the spacecraft is crossing the SAA.
Almost all the files that are input to, or output from, the Science Tools are FITS
files [21]. FITS stands for “Flexible Image Transport System” and the format
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was originally developed to provide a standard image file format, but has been
expanded to provide standards for many different file types used in astronomy.

2.2.1

Data subselections, Good Time Intervals (GTI) calculation

Prior to performing any analysis on Fermi data, it is necessary to select the set of
photons that are best suited for the science being performed. Generally the set of
data selection criteria (cuts) to be made depend on the analysis being performed.
gtselect is the standard tool to apply selections cuts to bound the dataset’s time
range, energy range, position, region of interest radius, and maximum zenith
angle. The maximum zenith angle selection is designed to exclude time periods
when any portion of the region of interest is too close to the Earth’s limb1 [22],
resulting in elevated background levels.
Parameters for data selection can be directly passed to gtselect; when it is called
from a Unix-like shell (after the configuration of the Science Tools) one should see
the following output:
cnigro@gridba14 > gtselect
Input FT1 file [] f t 1 _ m e r g e d _ P 3 0 2 _ S O U R C E _ m o n t h _ 0 0 1 _ 0 7 8 . fits
Output FT1 file [] f t 1 _ m e r g e d _ P 3 0 2 _ S O U R C E _ m o n t h _ 0 0 1 _ 0 7 8 _ g t s e l e c t _ s u b s e l e c t i o n . fits
RA for new search center ( degrees ) (0:360) [ INDEF ] 284
Dec for new search center ( degrees ) ( -90:90) [ INDEF ] 1.37
radius of new search region ( degrees ) (0:180) [ INDEF ] 15
start time ( MET in s ) (0:) [ INDEF ] 239557417.494
end time ( MET in s ) (0:) [ INDEF ] 397323819.494
lower energy limit ( MeV ) (0:) [30] 100
upper energy limit ( MeV ) (0:) [300000] 300000
maximum zenith angle value ( degrees ) (0:180) [] 100
Done .

gtmktime is the tool used to calculate the Good Time Intervals (GTI) using spacecraft parameters contained in the Pointing and Livetime History (spacecraft) file.
A Good Time Interval is a time range when the data can be considered valid. This
selection is based on the spacecraft aspect history. In the case of the LAT data, the
GTIs are the list of times used to cut out intervals when the selected source was
close to the Earth (limb contamination) or when the spacecraft was crossing the
SAA. Tables (2.1) and (2.2) outline the recommended cuts to be used for the event
selection (gtselect) and time selection (gtmktime) appropriate for the different
analysis types.
1 The

diffuse cosmic rays, dominated by protons, collide with the outer layer of the atmosphere
producing γ-ray flux. The Fermi-LAT sees the photons which are directed to the detector.
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2.3

Livetime and Exposure

The number of counts will also depend on the livetime, i.e., the accumulated time
during which the LAT is actively taking event data. Since the LAT IRFs depend on
the angle between the direction to a source and the instrument z-axis (inclination
or “off-axis angle”), the number of counts that are detected for a source of a given
intensity thus depends on how long that source spends at various inclination
angles over the course of an observation. To facilitate the calculation of model
counts by gtlike and other analysis tools, the gtltcube tool computes the livetime
as a function of inclination and location on the sky for a specified observation
period. The livetimes are therefore a function of the three dimensional space
comprising the sky position and inclination angle, and accordingly the data
product produced by gtltcube is called a livetime cube. However, as a practical
matter, the livetime cannot be provided as a continuous function of inclination
angle or position on the sky. Thus the livetime cubes are defined on a HEALPix
[23] (Hierarchical Equal Area isoLatitude Pixelization of a sphere) grid on the sky
and in inclination angle bins. Since livetime cubes are additive, the livetime cube
for a given epoch can be obtained by co-adding the livetime cubes for the subset
of non-overlapping time ranges that it comprises. The gtltsum tool can be used to
co-add livetime cubes.
The exposure calculation that Likelihood uses consists of an integral of the total
response over the entire region-of-interest (ROI) data-space
e( E, p̂) =

Z
ROI

dE0 d p̂0 dt R( E0 , p̂0 ; E, p̂, t)

(2.1)

(the convention is always that primed quantities indicate measured energies, E0 ,
and measured directions, p̂0 ). This exposure function can then be used to compute
the expected numbers of events from a given source:
Npred =

Z

dE d p̂ Si ( E, p̂) e( E, p̂) ,

(2.2)

where Si ( E, p̂) is the photon intensity from source i. The exposure map is the total
exposure for each given position (pixel) on the sky producing counts in your
region of interest. Since the response function is a function of the photon energy
(2.1), the exposure map is also a function of this energy. The exposure map is
calculated by the gtexpcube2 tool that needs the livetime spent at each inclination
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angle at every point in the Source Region; this can be provided by the livetime
cube.

2.4

Likelihood fitting

A statistical analysis of data collected by the LAT is necessary to obtain informations of astrophysical interest (spatial and spectral distribution of the sources). It
is quite challenging to isolate a specific source in high-energy γ-rays because of
the presence of a bright and structured background.
The method adopted for the statistical analysis of the GeV sky is the method of
maximum likelihood [24].

2.4.1

Functional form of the Likelihood

Suppose M( E, p̂, t; α) is the differential flux per unit area describing the observed
region of the sky (function of true energy and true arrival direction and the time
of observation). α = (α1 , ..., αm ) are the parameters describing the model, whose
best-fit values are to be determined through the maximization of the likelihood
function. Since in the analysis that will follow we will deal only with steady
sources, M can be considered constant in time. Using the IRF definition (1.2) and
neglecting any time dependence of the IRF, the observed count rate J ( E, p̂; α) can
be derived:
Z
0 0
J ( E , p̂ ; α) = dE d p̂ R( E0 , p̂0 | E, p̂) M( E, p̂; α) ,
(2.3)
which is a function of the reconstructed energy and arrival direction of the photon
(primed quantities).
Integrating the (2.3) over the solid angle Ω in an energy range ( E1 , E2 ), in a
time span (t1 , t2 ) one can obtain the total number of counts expected Λ(α) (now
dependent only on the parameters of the model):
Λ(α) =

Z t2
t1

dt

Z E2
E1

dE

0

Z
Ω

d p̂0 J ( E0 , p̂0 ; α) .

(2.4)

Observed counts follow a Poisson distribution with expectation value given by
the expected counts:
λn
P(n; λ) =
exp(−λ) .
(2.5)
n!
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Given a set of values of α = (α1 , ..., αm ), Λ(α) is the corresponding number of
counts observed. Thus P( Nobs ; Λ(α)) is the probability of observing Nobs photons
given the model parameters α = (α1 , ..., αm ). P( Nobs ; Λ(α)) has to be maximized
with respect to the model parameters, in order to find their best estimates.

Maximum likelihood with binned data
Consider ntot observations of a random variable x distributed according to a
p.d.f. f ( x; θ) for which we would like to estimate the unknown parameters
θ = (θ1 , ..., θm ). For very large data samples, the log-likelihood function becomes
difficult to compute since one must sum all the contribution log f ( xi ; θ) in
ntot

log L(θ) =

∑ log f (xi ; θ)

.

(2.6)

i =1

One can then put in practice the binning of the data: the ntot elements of the
sample are collected in N bins (usually N << ntot ) each one with limits ximin ,
ximax ; yielding a number of entries n = (n1 , ..., nm ) and expectation values for the
number of entries
Z max
νi (θ) = ntot

xi

ximin

f ( x; θ) dx ,

(2.7)

then the histogram (thought as a single measurement of an N-dimensional random
vector) has a joint multinomial p.d.f. whose logarithm is the log-likelihood
function:




N
ν1 n1
νN n N
ntot !
...
=⇒ log L(θ) = ∑ ni log νi (θ) ,
f joint (n; ν) =
n1 !, ..., n N ! ntot
ntot
i =1
(2.8)
now one has to perform only N sums instead of ntot .
In many problems one wants to regard the total number of entries ntot as a
random variable from a Poisson distribution with mean νtot (section 6.9 in [24]).
The measurement is defined to consist of first determining ntot from a Poisson
distribution and then distributing ntot observations of x in N bins of a histogram,
giving n = (n1 , ..., n N ). The joint p.d.f. for ntot and n1 , ..., n N is the product of a
Poisson and a multinomial distribution:




ntot −νtot
νtot
e
ntot !
ν1 n1
νN n N
f joint (n, ν) =
...
,
(2.9)
ntot !
n1 !...n N ! νtot
νtot
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that gives, using νtot = ∑iN=1 νi and ntot = ∑iN=1 ni :
n

N

f joint (n, ν) =

νi i −νi
,
e
ni !

∏
i =1

(2.10)

The expected number of entries in each bin νi now depends on the parameters θ
and νtot :
νi (νtot , θ) = νtot

Z xmax
i
ximin

f ( x; θ) dx ,

(2.11)

From the joint p.d.f. (2.10) one sees that the problem is equivalent to treating the
number of entries in each bin as an independent Poisson Random variable ni with
mean value νi . Taking the logarithm of the joint p.d.f. and dropping terms that
do not depend on the parameters gives
N

log L(νtot , θ) = −νtot +

∑

ni log νi (νtot , θ) .

(2.12)

i =1

When applied to very large data samples, the binned version of the likelihood
analysis is preferred. The analysis is performed binning both the coordinates
(dividing the region of interest in pixels) and the energy. If the statistic is low or
the pixelization of the sky is sufficiently fine so that each pixel contains either 0 or 1
photons, an unbinned analysis could be performed, in that case each single photon
would contribute to the likelihood. The likelihood is defined as the product of the
probabilities of each pixel i and each energy bin j, the likelihood form is:
L=

∏ P( Ni,j ; Λi,j (α))

,

(2.13)

i,j

passing to the log-likelihood
log L =

∑ Ni,j log Λi,j (α)
i,j

−

∑ Λi,j (α)
i,j

−

∑ log ( Ni,j !)

,

(2.14)

i,j

The last term does not depend on the model parameters, so it can be eliminated
and the (2.14) becomes:
log L =

∑ Ni,j log Λi,j (α)
i,j

−

∑ Λi,j (α) = ∑ Ni,j log Λi,j (α)
i,j

− Λtot (α) , (2.15)

i,j

where Λtot (α) is the expected total counts. One can easily recognize the expression
(2.12) in the (2.15).
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Test Statistic
A quantitative comparison between different models using the likelihood analysis
can be performed using the likelihood ratio test (LRT). Let M0 be a simpler model
than the one considered before (let us call it M), it depends on h parameters (with
h < m) and the new array of parameters is α = (α1 , ..., αh ). M0 can be obtained
from M fixing the values of m − h parameters of M, models are called “nested”.
The Test Statistic is defined as:
TS = 2 (log L − log L0 ) .

(2.16)

L and L0 are the maximum values of the log-likelihood found using the two
models. The Wilk’s theorem [25] states that the TS is distributed asimptotically as
a χ2 distribution with m − h degrees of freedom. The confidence level at which
the full model M describes data better than the simpler M0 is
c.l. =

Z TS
0

χ2m−h (s) ds ,

(2.17)

R∞
since TS χ2m−h (s) ds is the chance probability that the test statistic is larger than
the obtained p-value.

2.4.2

xml model definition and gtlike

Spatial and spectral parameters of the region of interest (i.e. the α in the previous
treatment) are conveyed to the tool that perform the likelihood maximization
gtlike, in the form of an XML (short for eXtensible Markup Language) files. Every
source (<source>) has tags that define its spectral (<spectrum>) and spatial (<spatialModel>) parameters, all the source in the ROI constitute a <source_library>.
It is possible to choose between four spatial models
• SkyDirFunction: a point source
• ConstantValue: a diffuse source with a constant flux per steradian
• SpatialMap: a spatially varying diffuse source. The map of the source is
provided by a file.
• MapCubeFunction: a 3 dimensional FITS map (two sky coordinates and
energy) used to map diffuse emission, thereby allowing arbitrary spectral
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variation as a function of sky position. An example is the map of the galactic
diffuse emission.
Concerning the spectral parameters, the most commonly used spectra are basically
variation of a power-law (the typical energy dependence of non-thermal emission
processes), for a complete definition of the spectral models available see [26].
The units for the spectral models are cm−2 s−1 MeV −1 for point sources and
cm−2 s−1 MeV −1 sr −1 for diffuse sources. All energies are in MeV.
In building an xml model data from a substantial spatial region around the
source(s) of interest must be used because of the overlapping of the point spread
functions of nearby sources. The influence of sources at very great distance away
from the source of interest will be greatly attenuated. Thus it is recommended
to include sources from a large region of interest (ROI), and perform the analysis
(fitting the parameters) for sources inside a smaller radius. In the case analyzed
in this thesis a ROI of 10◦ centered around an extended source (with dimension
∼ 0.3◦ ) was selected. Then the likelihood analysis was performed for fitting the
parameters within a radius of 7◦ around the source.
The inputs necessary for fitting parameters using the likelihood tool gtlike are:
• An event file with the counts to be fit.
• A spacecraft file that covers the time range over which the counts in the
event file were extracted.
• A source XML model.
• Precomputed quantities, such as the livetime cube and the exposure map.
gtlike is the standard tool of the Fermi collaboration for the likelihood analysis.
It is able to compute the best-fit values only for spectral parameters. All the
<spatialModel> (dimension and position of the sources) in the xml are fixed and
are not subjected to the fitting procedure.
gtlike works defining the log-likelihood using the observed and model counts and
finds the maximum using some minimization algorithms, such as MINUIT [27]. It
returns as output the best-fit values of the model parameters and their statistical
uncertainties stored in an xml identical to the input one but with updated value
and error as shown in Figure (2.1). The error on the parameters are evaluated
by the Hessian or error matrix computed by the MINUIT processor HESSE. It
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calculates the Hessian matrix i.e. the matrix of the second derivatives of the
likelihood function with respect to the currently variable parameters, inverse of
the covariance matrix. After evaluating the full matrix HESSE inverts it, printing
out the covariance matrix. gtlike provides also the maximum likelihood logarithm
values associated to each model to evaluate the TS value. The TS of the fit is
evaluated with respect to a null-hypothesis in which the main source is eliminated
from the model.
The results of the fit can be compared to the data by generating a model map
using the best-fit parameters. This is performed through the tool gtmodel. From
the counts map and the model map a residual map expressed in units of σ can be
created. Each pixel of a residual map contains the value:
C−M
R= √
,
M

(2.18)

where R is the residual, C is the observed count and M is the model count.
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Figure 2.1: xml modeling of an extended source. The upper xml snippet is taken from the input xml passed to gtlike, the lower snippet
comes from the update xml produced after the fitting procedure. Note that in the updated version the parameter error appears.
Parameters with the free=“1” tag are subjected to the fitting procedure.

< source name = " W44 " type = " DiffuseSource " >
< spectrum type = " B rokenP owerLaw " >
< parameter error = " 1.405432461 " free = " 1 " max = " 100000 " min = " 0.1 " name = " Prefactor " scale = " 1e -12 " value = " 4.656659999 "
/>
< parameter error = " 0.04349473434 " free = " 1 " max = " -1 " min = " -5 " name = " Index1 " scale = " 1 " value = " -2.416915506 " / >
< parameter error = " 0.06424752898 " free = " 1 " max = " -1 " min = " -5 " name = " Index2 " scale = " 1 " value = " -3.053107973 " / >
< parameter error = " 412.0591091 " free = " 1 " max = " 300000 " min = " 1000 " name = " BreakValue " scale = " 1 " value = " 3675.916721 "
/>
</ spectrum >
< spatialModel file = " / lustrehome / cnigro / W 4 4 _ S p l i t t e d T e m p l a t e / Di v id e _t em p la te / W44 . fits " type = " SpatialMap " >
< parameter free = " 0 " max = " 1000 " min = " 0.001 " name = " Prefactor " scale = " 1 " value = " 1 " / >
</ spatialModel >
</ source >

< source name = " W44 " type = " DiffuseSource " >
< spectrum apply_edisp = " true " type = " BrokenPo werLaw " >
< parameter free = " 1 " max = " 1000.0 " min = " 0.001 " name = " Prefactor " scale = " 1e -10 " value = " 1.0 " / >
< parameter free = " 1 " max = " -1.0 " min = " -5.0 " name = " Index1 " scale = " 1.0 " value = " -1.8 " / >
< parameter free = " 1 " max = " 300000.0 " min = " 1000.0 " name = " BreakValue " scale = " 1.0 " value = " 2000.0 " / >
< parameter free = " 1 " max = " -1.0 " min = " -5.0 " name = " Index2 " scale = " 1.0 " value = " -2.3 " / >
</ spectrum >
< spatialModel file = " / lustrehome / cnigro / W 4 4 _ S p l i t t e d T e m p l a t e / Di v id e _t em p la te / W44 . fits " type = " SpatialMap " >
< parameter free = " 0 " max = " 1000.0 " min = " 0.001 " name = " Prefactor " scale = " 1.0 " value = " 1.0 " / >
</ spatialModel >
</ source >
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Analysis Type
Galactic Point Source
Analysis
Off-plane
Point
Source Analysis
Burst and Transient
Analysis (<200s)
Galactic Diffuse Analysis
Extra-Galactic
Diffuse Analysis
Impulsive Solar Flare
Analysis

(emax)
500000 (MeV)
500000 (MeV)
500000 (MeV)
500000 (MeV)
500000 (MeV)
500000 (MeV)

(emin)
100 (MeV)
100 (MeV)
100 (MeV)
100 (MeV)
100 (MeV)
100 (MeV)

100 (degrees)

90 (degrees)

90 (degrees)

100 (degrees)

90 (degrees)

(zmax)
90 (degrees)

65536

1024

128

16

128

(evclass)
128

P8R2_TRANSIENT015S_V6

P8R2_ULTRACLEANVETO_V6

P8R2_SOURCE_V6

P8R2_TRANSIENT020_V6

P8R2_SOURCE_V6

IRF Name
P8R2_SOURCE_V6

Table 2.1: Event Selection Recommendations (P8R2), parameters to be passed to gtselect: (emin) represents the minimum energy, (emax)
the maximum energy, (zmax) the maximum zenith angle, (evclass) the event class.
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Analysis Type
(roicut)
Galactic Point Source
no
Analysis
Off-plane
Point
no
Source Analysis
Burst and Transient
yes
Analysis
Galactic Diffuse Analno
ysis
Extra-Galactic
Difno
fuse Analysis
Burst and Transient
yes
Analysis

(DATA_QUAL>0||DATA_QUAL==-1)&&(LAT_CONFIG==1)

(DATA_QUAL>0)&&(LAT_CONFIG==1)

(DATA_QUAL>0)&&(LAT_CONFIG==1)

(DATA_QUAL>0)&&(LAT_CONFIG==1)

(DATA_QUAL>0)&&(LAT_CONFIG==1)

(filter)
(DATA_QUAL>0)&&(LAT_CONFIG==1)

Table 2.2: Time Selection Recommendations (P8R2), parameters to be passed to gtmktime: (roicut) represents the ROI-Based Zenith Angle
Cut, (filter) represents the Relational Filter Expression.
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Chapter 3
W44 as case of study for extended
source emission
3.1

SNR as Galactic Cosmic Rays accelerator

When a supernova explosion ejects its progenitor material supersonically into
interstellar space, a collisionless1 shock wave is formed ahead of the stellar ejecta.
The huge amount of kinetic energy released by a supernova, typically 1051 erg,
is initially carried by the expanding ejecta and is then transferred to kinetic and
thermal energies of shocked interstellar gas and relativistic particles. The shocked
gas and relativistic particles produce the thermal and non thermal emissions of a
supernova remnant (SNR). The mechanism of diffusive shock acceleration (DSA)
can explain the production of relativistic particles in SNRs [28]. DSA generally
predicts that a substantial fraction of the shock energy is transferred to relativistic
protons. Indeed, if SNRs are the main sites of acceleration of the galactic cosmic
rays, then 3 to 30% of the supernova kinetic energy must end up transferred to
relativistic protons. The conjecture that contemplates expanding shock wave of
Supernova Remnants as main source of acceleration for Cosmic Rays to energies
close to ∼ 1015 eV has been considerably strengthened by observations of young
SNRs emission from x-rays [29] to TeV γ-rays [30][31]. The direct signature of
high energy protons acceleration is provided by γ-rays generated in the decay
of neutral pions (π0 ). Proton-proton (more generally nuclear-nuclear) collisions
1 In

the reference frame in which the shocked ejecta is at rest the scattering between any particle
(as cosmic rays) and this ejecta (infinitely more massive) is elastic.
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create π0 mesons
p + p −→ π0 + X

(3.1)

(X stands for other products, the reaction written is inclusive) which usually quickly
decay into two gamma rays
π 0 −→ 2 γ

(B.R. = 98.80%)

(3.2)

each having an energy of mπ0 c2 /2 = 67.5 MeV in the rest frame of the neutral pion.
The gamma-ray number spectrum, F (ε), is thus symmetric about 67.5 MeV in a loglog representation. The π0 -decay spectrum in the usual ε2 × F (ε) representation
rises steeply below ∼ 200 MeV and approximately traces the energy distribution
of parent protons at energies greater than a few GeV. Figure (3.1) shows the
difference in the F (ε) and ε2 × F (ε) representations. This characteristic spectral
feature (often referred to as the pion-decay bump) uniquely identifies π0 -decay
gamma rays and thereby high-energy protons, allowing a measurement of the
source spectrum of cosmic rays. However the identification of this mechanism of
emission is complicated because also high-energy electrons can shine in γ-rays
via bremsstrahlung and/or inverse Compton processes. Observations in the GeV
domain are therefore necessary to disentangle the emission mechanisms by means
of spectral differences in this energy band.
Environmental effects can complicate the interpretation of the γ-ray emission. For
instance, enhanced π0 -decay emission can be expected in those SNRs interacting
with a molecular cloud. This is the case of massive stars (with masses > 8 M ) that
form in giant molecular clouds (GMCs) and finish their short lives as supernovae,
while their parental molecular clouds can be still nearby. When cosmic-ray protons
accelerated by SNRs penetrate into high density clouds, π0 -decay gamma-ray
emission is expected to be enhanced because of the higher gas density, which
makes the interactions between cosmic-ray nuclei and the gas more frequent.
Indeed, SNRs interacting with molecular clouds are the most luminous SNRs in
gamma rays. The best examples of SNR-cloud interactions in our galaxy are the
SNRs IC 443 and W44, which are the two highest-significance SNRs in the second
and third Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) catalog (2FGL [33], 3FGL [34]). These
sources have a significant spatial extension therefore their morphology can be
studied in details in γ-rays. The SNR W44 will be the subject of the analysis
performed in this thesis, this chapter provides an overview of the analysis already
performed from the Fermi-LAT collaboration on this source.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: F (ε) (a) and ε2 × F (ε) (b) representation of the pion-decay bump in arbitrary units.
The spectral break due to this emission mechanism moves from ∼ 70 MeV in the
representation (a) to ∼ 200 MeV in the representation (b). The model plotted is taken
from [32].

3.2

Gamma ray emission from W44 revealed by the
Fermi LAT

In the following sections the previous observations with the Fermi-LAT of W44
are described. [35] reported the first GeV observation of the middle aged (∼ 2.0 ×
104 years) SNR W44 with ∼ 1 year of LAT data. W44 was known to be interacting
with a molecular cloud on the basis of observations of lines of CO [36], OH masers
[37], near- and mid-infrared (IR) from shocked H2 [38]. Figure (3.2) shows the
radio and the mid-infrared images of W44. The EGRET instrument aboard the
Compton Gamma Ray Observatory detected a source in the vicinity of the SNR
[40], although its association with W44 was not clear. The γ-ray observation of
the Fermi-LAT instrument denotes an emission spatially associated with W44 well
above the GeV radiation from the Galactic disc, furthermore a detailed analysis
revealed that this emission is significantly extended compared with that of a
point source case, making therefore difficult to attribute most of the γ-rays to the
radio pulsar PSR B1853+01 or its pulsar wind nebula (PWN) which extends only
∼ 10 to 20 in x-rays and radio. To extract the γ-ray morphology of the source, an
image deconvolution technique [41] was applied as shown in Figure (3.3). The
41
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Figure 3.2: (a) Image of SNR W44 at 324 MHz. The grayscale is linear ranging from 20 to
60 mJy beam−1 . The rms noise level is 5.0 mJy beam−1 . The synthesized beam shown
at the bottom left corner is 1300 × 1300 . The black plus sign indicates the position
of the PSR B1853+01. (b) A color composite image showing the spatial correlation
between the mid-infrared emission as observed by the Spitzer Space Telescope at
4.5µm (in orange) [38], and the low frequency radio image at 324 MHz (in blue).
Features where both spectral bands overlap are magenta in color. The positions where
OH (1720 MHz) maser emission was detected are indicated with white + symbols.
Figures from [39].

resemblance between the gamma-ray and infrared ring morphologies supports
the inference that the bulk of the emission comes from the SNR shell rather than
from the unresolved pulsar.
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Figure 3.3: Close-up images (2 to 10 GeV) of the SNR W44 region obtained with Fermi LAT.
(Left) Count map. (Right) Deconvolved image used to see the large-scale structure
of the source, small structures with angular scales of < 100 are ignored (they can be
affected by statistical fluctuations). Such features should therefore not be taken as
indicative of the true source morphology. The black cross on each image indicates the
location of the radio pulsar PSR B1853+01, associated with SNR W44 because its
estimated distance of 3 kpc and characteristic age of 2 × 104 years are consistent with
those independently obtained for the SNR. The green contours represent the 4.5µm IR
image (by the Spitzer Space Telescope Infrared Array Camera) which traces shocked
H2 . The magenta ellipses in the left image describe the spatial models used for the
maximum likelihood analysis. Uniform emission inside the outer ellipse and uniform
emission in the region between the inner and outer ellipses were among the models
considered for the spatial distribution. Images from [35].

3.2.1

Source morphology and spectrum

To test the source morphology and determine its spectrum, a maximum likelihood
analysis was performed. The Pass 6 Version 3 version of the data was used. The
energy range spans from 0.2 GeV to 30 GeV. The γ-ray emission model used in the
analysis included all sources detected in 11 months together with diffuse emission:
Galactic (resulting from cosmic-ray interactions with interstellar medium and
radiation) and Isotropic (extra-galactic and instrumental backgrounds). For the
diffuse background, models released with Pass 6 Version 3 of data by the FermiLAT collaboration were used. In order to quantitatively confirm that the gammaray emission is associated with the SNR shell, the likelihood values obtained with
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the following source shapes were compared: (i) a point source, (ii) a uniform flux
within an ellipse, (iii) a uniform flux within an elliptical ring, and (iv) a uniform
elliptical ring plus a point source at the pulsar position. The single elliptical ring
yields the best likelihood and rejects the filled ellipse and point source hypotheses
at the > 8 σ and > 16 σ confidence levels, respectively. The extended ring emission
is detected at the 62 σ confidence level above the intense and structured Galactic
background in this direction. These results, together with the lack of detection of
an additional point source at the pulsar position in case (iv), imply that the bulk
of the gamma rays comes from the shell, as suggested by the deconvolved image.
The template obtained with this technique was adopted by the collaboration as
the spatial model describing W44 in all the following source catalogs (Fermi
Second Source Catalog [33], Fermi Third Source Catalog [34]). The spectral energy
distribution (SED) was fitted with a simple broken power law defined as:
 γ
1

E


if E < Eb
 E
dN
b
= N0 ×  γ2
.
(3.3)

dE
E


otherwise

Eb
The values obtained for the photon indices γ1 and γ2 and for the energy break Eb
were:
γ1 = −2.06 ± 0.03(stat) ± 0.07(sys)
(3.4)
γ2 = −3.02 ± 0.10(stat) ± 0.12(sys)

(3.5)

Eb = 1.9 ± 0.2(stat) ± 0.3(sys) GeV

(3.6)

where (stat) stands for “1σ statistical error” and (sys) for “1σ systematic error”.
The likelihood ratio test between a broken power law and a simple power law
disfavored the latter at a significance of 14 σ.

3.2.2

Modeling W44 emission

The morphological and spectral analysis already described validated the hypothesis for which most of the emission comes from the SNR shell, known to interact
with the molecular cloud. When high-energy particles interact with dense gas, two
emission processes are relevant: π0 decay and electron bremsstrahlung. Simple
model curves with dominant π0 -decay emission fit the data reasonably well, as is
shown in Figure (3.4).
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Dominant π0 emission
In this model, p and e− are injected with the constant rate and fixed spectral shape
over the age of the SNR (2.0 × 104 years). The ratio of injected electrons to protons
(defined as a ratio of particle numbers at p = 1 GeV/c) was fixed at Kep = 0.01
(roughly consistent with the cosmic-ray composition observed at Earth). The
ambient gas density was assumed to be n = 100 cm−3 [38], which is the estimated
averaged density in the molecular cloud interacting with W44. Both protons and
electrons have spectra proportional to a power law:
p

− s1



p
1+
pbr

 s1 − s2
(3.7)

with a spectral break pbr = 9 GeV/c and power law indices s1 = 1.74 below
the break and s2 = 3.7 above the break. The spectral index below the break
was chosen to account for the observed radio synchrotron spectrum with index
α = Γ − 1 = 0.372 . A magnetic field of B = 70 µG is given from the radio flux.
In this model, the total kinetic energy of protons and electrons integrated above
100 MeV amount to Wp = 6 × 1049 erg and We = 1 × 1048 erg.
Dominant electron bremsstrahlung
If the bulk of the γ-ray flux of W44 is attributed to electron bremsstrahlung
the break in the Fermi LAT spectrum requires a break in the parent electron
spectrum. But in order to explain at the same time the power law radio spectrum
up to 10 GHz [39], a strong magnetic field (more intense than ∼ 100 µG) is
necessary. Under these assumption, a high ambient density greater than ∼
1000 cm−3 is needed to explain the Fermi LAT flux. A strong magnetic field and
high gas density are plausible if the observed emission is radiated mostly from
the region where the shell is interacting with dense gas. Nevertheless, electron
bremsstrahlung can dominate over π0 -decay emission in the GeV band only with
Kep > 0.1, far greater than the observed CR composition ratio near Earth.
power law of parent electrons Ne ( E) ∝ E−Γe yields a bremsstrahlung photon flux Φγ ( Eγ ) ∝
with index Γ = (Γe + 1)/2 [42].

2A

Eγ−Γ
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Inverse Compton hypothesis
The Inverse Compton (IC) scattering is the third process which could produce
γ-rays at GeV energies, but it is not necessarily relevant to the shell-cloud interaction. The target radiation fields for the IC process in the W44 region are: the
optical radiation from stars with the energy density of 0.96 eV cm−3 , the infrared
radiation with 0.93 eV cm−3 energy density and in addition the cosmic micro-wave
background at 0.26 eV cm−3 . In the model shown in Figure (3.4), the calculated
γ-ray flux from IC scattering (using as target for the IC the interstellar radiation
field at the location of W44) is ∼ 1 × 10−13 erg cm−2 s−1 at ∼ 100 MeV to 1 GeV,
orders of magnitude lower than the observed flux. In order for the inverse Compton emission to be enhanced to the flux level of the Fermi LAT spectrum, total
energy in electrons is required to be as large as ∼ 1051 erg, or the local soft photon
field should be denser at least by one order of magnitude than the interstellar
radiation field to reduce the total electron energy to < 1050 erg. SNR W44 itself
is an infrared radiation source and can provide additional target photons for
the inverse Compton process. However, estimated energy density of infrared
photons from W44 is 0.96 eV cm−3 , which is even lower than that of the interstellar
radiation field. Therefore, it is unlikely that the inverse Compton scattering is
the dominant emission mechanism in the GeV band. For the same reason, it is
difficult to attribute the gamma-ray emission to the pulsar wind nebula PWN,
from which inverse Compton radiation is generally expected in the GeV band.
Particle escape from acceleration sites
Although the bremsstrahlung scenario can not be completely excluded, it is
most plausible that π0 decays are responsible for the γ-ray emission in the W44
region. In order to fit the Fermi LAT spectrum with π0 -decay emission, a spectral
break in the proton spectrum is needed at fairly low energy, around 10 GeV/c.
One possible mechanism to explain this spectral break is the escape of particles
from their acceleration sites, the SNR shells. Theories predict that very high
energy particles above ∼ TeV can be confined only during the early stage of
SNR evolution [43]. Because W44 is a middle-aged SNR with estimated age of
∼ 2.0 × 104 years, most particles accelerated up to higher energies in the past could
have escaped from its shell and cannot contribute to the gamma-ray emission
we are observing now. In the case of W44, the effect of particle escape can be
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Figure 3.4: Fermi LAT SEDs of SNR W44. The γ-ray flux of each point was obtained dividing
the energy range from 0.2 to 30 GeV into eight energy bins and performing a binned
likelihood analysis in each one. The source shape is the elliptical ring shown in
Figure (3.3). The vertical red lines and the black caps represent the 1 σ statistical and
1 σ systematical errors, respectively. Each curve corresponds to contributions from each
emission process: π0 -decay (solid), electron bremsstrahlung (dashed), inverse Compton
scattering (dots), and bremsstrahlung from secondary electrons and positrons, which
are decay products of π ± produced by the same hadronic interactions as π0 production
(thin dashed) for a simple model in which the π0 -decay emission is dominant. Upper
limits in the TeV energies by Whipple (blue), High Energy Gamma Ray Astronomy
(HEGRA) (magenta), and Milagro (green) are plotted. Figure from [35].

enhanced because of the interaction between the shell and the dense, largely
neutral molecular gas. Magnetic turbulence, which is required to confine and
efficiently accelerate particles, is considered to be substantially damped. Thus,
particles can easily escape from the shell at an earlier stage of SNR evolution
compared with the case where an SNR is expanding in a more rarefied medium.
For W44, parts of the shock are expanding into clumps and interclump gas with
densities of ∼ 10 to ∼ 100 cm−3 [38]. The Fermi LAT spectrum indicates that the
slow shock velocity (< 500 km s−1 ) and efficient damping can limit the maximum
particle energy to a few GeV.
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3.3

Detection of the characteristic Pion-decay signature

A second analysis of the emission of W44 was performed by the Fermi-LAT
collaboration with 4 years of data [32], focusing on the sub-GeV part of the γ-ray
spectrum, a crucial spectral window for distinguishing π0 -decay γ emission from
electron bremsstrahlung or inverse Compton produced by relativistic electrons.
Figure (3.5) shows the spectral energy distribution obtained through maximum
likelihood estimation: the Pass 7 Version 6 of the data was used, photons from a
region of 20◦ × 20◦ around the SNR were analyzed, the spatial model adopted
fro W44 is a simple uniform disk with an angular radius of 210 . Flux points
were derived performing a likelihood fitting in 24 independent log-spaced energy
bands from 60 MeV to 100 GeV. The normalization of the flux of W44 and those
of neighboring sources and of the galactic diffuse models, was left free in the fit
for each bin. The spectrum below ∼ 200 MeV is steeply rising, clearly exhibiting
a break at ∼ 200 MeV. To quantify the significance of the spectral break, the flux
between 60 MeV and 2 GeV was fitted with both a simple power law:
 γ1
dN
E
= N0
(3.8)
dE
E0
and a smoothly broken power law of the form:
dN
= N0
dE



E
E0

γ1


1 +



E
Eb

 γ1 −γ2

− β

β



(3.9)

where Eb is the energy of the break, the value for the turning of the spectral index
from γ1 to γ2 ; the parameters E0 and β (which indicates the smoothness of the
break) are kept fixed: E0 = 200, MeV β = 0.1. The best fit parameters are shown
in Table (3.1) along with the TS evaluated with the expression (2.16).
The smoothly broken power law yields a significantly larger TS than the single
power law, thus establishing the existence of a low-energy break. Considering the
smoothly broken power law as a nested model of the simple power law with two
additional degrees of freedom, the difference in the log-likelihood corresponds to
a formal statistical significance of 21 σ.
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Figure 3.5: W44 SED from [32]. The flux between 60 MeV and 2 GeV is fitted with a smoothly
broken power law. Solid lines denote the best-fit pion-decay gamma-ray spectra,
dashed lines denote the best-fit bremsstrahlung spectra, and dash-dotted lines denote
the best-fit bremsstrahlung spectra when including an ad hoc low-energy break at
300 MeV/c in the electron spectrum.

3.3.1

Parent proton spectrum distribution

A π0 -decay spectral model was used to fit the LAT spectral points. The model was
numerically calculated from a parametrized momentum distribution of parent
protons in the form of a smoothly broken power law:


dNp
∝ p − s1 1 +
dp



p
pbr

 s2 − s1

− β

β



.

(3.10)

Best-fit parameters for the underlying proton spectrum, obtained using a χ2 -fit
of the flux points, are s1 = 2.36 ± 0.05, s2 = 3.5 ± 0.3 and pbr = 22 ± 8 Gev c−1
(statistical errors only). If the interaction between a cosmic-ray precursor (i.e.
CRs distributed in the shock upstream on scales smaller than ∼ 0.1 R, with R
SNR radius) and adjacent molecular clouds were responsible for the bulk of the
observed GeV γ-ray an harder energy spectrum (i.e. a smaller value for s1 ) would
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Table 3.1: Best-fit values for likelihood fitting with (3.8) and (3.9) in the energy range 60 MeV ≤
E ≤ 2 GeV.

W44

N0 (cm−2 s−1 MeV −1 )

γ1

γ2

Eb ( MeV )

TS

PL
SBPL

(13.0 ± 0.4) × 10−10
(15.8 ± 1.0) × 10−10

−1.71 ± 0.03
−0.07 ± 0.4

...
0.03
−2.08+
−0.03

...
11
253+
−11

6920
7351

be observed at low energies, contrary to the Fermi observations. If cosmic rays in
the shock downstream are responsible for the emission (with s1 accounting for
shock acceleration and energy-dependent propagation effects), then pbr should
indicate the momentum above which protons cannot be effectively confined within
the SNR shell. pbr corresponds to the high-energy break in the γ spectrum at
∼ 2 GeV for W44. Neutral pions are likely to be emitted in the interaction between
relativistic protons and high-density regions of the molecular cloud “crushed”
by the blast wave of the SNR. Filamentary structures of synchrotron radiation
seen in a high-resolution radio continuum map of W44 (Figure (3.2)) support
this picture. The mass of the shocked gas (∼ 5 × 103 M ) is large enough to
explain the observed γ-ray luminosity. Escaped CRs reaching the unshocked
region of the molecular complex that surrounds W44 (extent of ∼ 100 pc) have
been instead identified with two close-by sources [44], removed from the model
used in this analysis. As already emphasized in [35] the γ radiation by relativistic
electrons is ruled out. The IC origin of the emission is not possible on energetic
grounds and, unless an “ad hoc” abrupt spectral break in the electron spectrum at
300 MeV c−1 is introduced, the bremsstrahlung models do not fit the data. Thus
spectral measurments of the two papers [35][32] enable the identification of the
π0 -decay feature, providing direct evidence for the acceleration of protons in the
W44 SNR.
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Chapter 4
Morphology studies on W44 SNR
4.1

Introduction

The aim of the analysis performed in this thesis is a morphological study of
the W44 SNR. The starting point for this investigation is the significant negative
values in the residual map produced close to W44 when analyzing it at high
energies (E > 1 GeV) with Pass 8 data, adopting the spatial model introduced
in [35] included in the Third Source Catalog [34]. To investigate this issue the
template was divided first in two and then in three and four parts along its axes
of symmetry. Each new defined region of the source was then fitted with a broken
power law, to evaluate the high energy break at ∼ 2 GeV attributed to the escape
of protons from the shell of the SNR [32]. Different spectral values were found
in these regions, highlighting different emissions from different regions of the
source.

4.2

Data selection

The region of the sky selected, called region of interest (ROI), is a squared
region inscribed in a circle centered on W44 position (284.0 right ascension, 1.37
declination in Galactic Coordinates) and with a radius of 15◦ , all the spectral
parameters of the sources inside a radius of 7◦ are fitted with the likelihood
procedure. A two-dimensional spatial count map of the region of the sky is shown
in Figure (4.1).
The latest version of the Pass 8 data, known as p302 is used. A time window of
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Figure 4.1: Binned counts map of photons above 1 GeV of the region analyzed. The events are
binned into a rectangular matrix of 212 × 212 bins with dimension of 0.1◦ . The
purple circle delimits the fitting radius, i.e. all the spectral parameters of the sources
within the circle are subjected to the likelihood fitting.

78 months (Aug 4, 2008 - Jan 31, 2015) is selected, the energy range spans from
1 GeV to 300 GeV. Photons with Zenith angle Z < 100◦ were considered. Since
the object of this analysis is an extended source, the SOURCE class (in agreement
with the prescription resumed in Table (1.1)) is chosen, the corresponding set of
IRFs is P8R2_SOURCE_V6. The data selections are resumed in Table (4.1).
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Table 4.1: Pass 8 data selection, MET stands for Mission Elapsed Time.

Version
tstart
tstart
ROI
Zenith angle
Energy range
Event class
IRFs

4.3

PASS 8 data selection
p302
239557417 MET (Aug 4, 2008)
444441070 MET (Jan 31, 2015)
15◦
< 100◦
1 GeV ≤ E ≤ 300 GeV
SOURCE
P8R2_SOURCE_V6

Modeling the ROI

All the sources in the ROI are modeled in the starting xml source library. This
contains all the point-like and the extended sources known from the Fermi Third
Source Catalog [34]. Three diffuse sources, briefly described in what follows, are
included in models for standard analysis.

4.3.1

Galactic Diffuse Background

The diffuse galactic γ-ray emission (DGE) is produced by cosmic rays interacting
with the interstellar gas and radiation field [45]. The Galactic model is a spatial
and spectral template. The model for the Galactic diffuse emission was developed using spectral line surveys of H I and CO (as a tracer of H2) to derive the
distribution of interstellar gas in Galactocentric rings. Infrared tracers of dust
column density were used to correct column densities in directions where the
optical depth of H I was either over or under-estimated. The model of the diffuse
γ-ray emission was then constructed by fitting the γ-ray emissivities of the rings
in several energy bands to the LAT observations. The fitting also required a model
of the inverse Compton emission calculated using GALPROP and a model for the
isotropic diffuse emission. In the source library the Galactic diffuse emission has a
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Figure 4.2: Count map of the galactic diffuse emission in the ROI. The position of W44 is marked
with the red ellipse.

MapCubeFunction as spatial model, the latest version adopted is gll_iem_v06.fits1 ,
and a simple power law for spectrum. The xml snippet corresponding to DGE is
shown in Section (A.1). Figure (4.2) shows the counts map (summed over energy)
of the galactic diffuse emission in the ROI of this analysis. Note that the position
of W44 is over the strongest emission region for the galactic plane.

4.3.2

Isotropic Background

The “extragalactic” γ-ray background (EGB) by definition has an isotropic sky
distribution and is considered to be the superposition of contributions from unresolved extragalactic sources including: active galactic nuclei, starburst galaxies and
γ-ray bursts and truly-diffuse emission processes as signatures of large-scale structure formation, emission produced by the interactions of ultra-high-energy CRs
with relic photons or the annihilation or decay of dark matter [12]. The isotropic
diffuse emission is modeled in the source library, as shown in Section (A.2),
with a CostantValue spatial model and with a spectrum whose latest version is
taken from iso_P8R2_SOURCE_V6_v06.txt file. The spectrum is represented in
Figure (4.3).
1 All

the templates are available at
http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/BackgroundModels.html
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Figure 4.3: Spectrum of the Isotropic emission contained in iso_P8R2_SOURCE_V6_v06.txt
file.

4.3.3

Earth’s Limb

Some analysis requires an additional all-sky component to account for emission
from the Earth limb. This emission is due to the interaction of cosmic rays with
the outer layers of the Earth atmosphere [22]. These γ-rays are in the broad tails
of the PSF and so pass the 100◦ zenith angle cut. For Pass 8 data analysis, the
LAT team recommends using a zenith cut smaller than 100◦ to remove Earth
limb photons, rather than using the Limb template. For the energy range of this
analysis, E > 1 GeV, the contribution from Earth limb is completely negligible, so
it is not included in the xml models. For Pass 7 data analysis this emission had
a constant value for the spectrum and a spatial template modeled on 4 years of
data (earthlimb_source_4years_P8V3.fits).

4.3.4

3FGL sources

In addition to the diffuse sources described previously, all the point-like and
extended 3FGL sources in the ROI are added to the model. Locations and spectra
of the Third Source Catalog (and also the spatial template when extended) are
adopted.
The spectral parameters of the two diffuse emission (DGE and EGB) and of all the
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sources within a radius of 7◦ from the center of the ROI (W44 coordinates) are left
free in the fitting procedure.

4.4

Spectral analysis

Two types of spectral analyses are performed:
• Full energy range analysis
In the first type of analysis one of the standard spectral model available
for gtlike [26] is used for fitting the spectrum of W44. The spectrum of the
source was assumed to be a smoothly broken power law (defined in (3.9)), in
order to point out the high energy break of W44 spectrum (∼ 2 GeV in [32]).
For the spatial model the [35] template was used. The results are shown in
Table (4.2).
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Table 4.2: Best fit parameters for the full energy range (1 GeV ≤ E ≤ 300 GeV) analysis. For
abbreviation (†) = ( ph MeV −1 cm−2 s−1 sr −1 ). The parameters with the ? superscript
are kept fixed at the value indicated.

W44 SmoothBrokenPowerLaw
N0
(†)
(3.226 ± 0.397) × 10−9
γ1
−1.415 ± 0.064
?
E0
( MeV )
200.0
γ2
−3.518 ± 0.074
Eb
( MeV )
1999.545 ± 246.193
β
2.601 ± 0.179
log L
TS

gll_iem_v06
N0

TS and Likelihood
652495.812
14396.491

γ

(†)
1.003 ± 0.005 0.023 ± 0.002

(PowerLaw)
E0?

iso_P8R2_SOURCE_V6_v06
dN/dE

( MeV )
100.000

(†)
(2.059 ± 0.446) × 10−1

• Binned analysis
In the second type of analysis the energy range from 1 GeV to 100 GeV was
divided in 8 energy bins (4 bins per decade) and an independent fit was
performed in each energy bin. In the source model used for this analysis all
the sources have spectra described by PowerLaw2 spectral model:
dN
N ( γ + 1) E γ
= γ
.
γ
dE
Emax − Emin

(4.1)

In these fits only the prefactor N is free to vary for all those sources inside
the 7◦ fitting radius. If F ( E) is the flux shape adopted in the bin ( E1 , E2 ) the
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differential spectrum at the energy E0 = E2 −2 E1 is


Z E2
N ( E)
1
dN
=
=
F ( E) dE ,
dE E=E0
∆E
∆E E1

(4.2)

where ∆E = E2 − E1 is the bin width. Since the energy bins are sufficiently
small, only the integral flux in each bin is relevant, thus with this method
(which in the following sections will be referred to as “binned analysis”) it
is possible to study the actual spectral shape of the source without using a
single model to describe the spectrum in the whole energy band as done in
the “full energy range analysis”. This technique is used to highlight spectral
features not observable with a full range analysis.

Figure 4.4: Spectral Energy Distribution obtained through the likelihood analysis using P8 Fermi
data. The line represent the best-fit curve obtained from the fit over the full energy
range in which a smoothly broken power law (SmoothBrokenPowerLaw in the Science
Tools available models) was used, the points are obtained with the binned analysis.

Figure (4.4) shows the Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) obtained with the
two types of spectral analysis, note the clear agreement between the full energy
range analysis and the binned analysis. Figure (4.5) shows the residual map. A
significant negative excess (around 2.5 σ) in the right part of the template is visible.
Given the expression (2.18), a negative residual inside a pixel means that the
modeled counts are overestimating the observed counts.
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Figure 4.5: Residual map for the analysis with the smoothly broken power law. The spatial
template used is marked in red. The residual map is binned with a pixel size of 0.1◦
and is smoothed with a gaussian kernel radius of 0.2◦ .

As already outlined in Chapter (3), two close-by sources in the region of W44
have been identified in [44]. The analysis in that case adopted a 10 GHz radio
map from [46] as spatial model for W44 emission. The source identified in [44] as
SRC-2 was included in the Fermi Third Source Catalog [34] and is thus contained
in the source library. The source identified as SRC-1 is not included in the source
model since its emission is still under investigation [47] and preliminary studies
show that its absence does not leave significant spatial residuals.
A second attempt of the the above illustrated analysis was made but this time the
radio map from [46] was used as spatial model instead of the [35] template. The
spectrum is shown in Figure (4.6) and the residual map in Figure (4.7). Spectral
values for the parameters fitted in this second analysis are shown in Table (4.3).
There is some discrepancy in the values obtained for the break and for the low
energy spectral index with the values of the previous analysis. The residual
map obtained, shown in Figure (4.7), still presents the significant negative excess,
this time more intense than in the previous analysis with [35] template, thus
establishing the inadequacy of the radio map in modeling the spatial γ-ray
emission.
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Table 4.3: Best fit parameters for the full energy range (1 GeV ≤ E ≤ 300 GeV)
analysis, with 10 GHz radio map as spatial model. For abbreviation (†) =
( ph MeV −1 cm−2 s−1 sr −1 ). The parameters with the ? superscript are kept fixed
at the value indicated.

W44 SmoothBrokenPowerLaw
N0
(†)
(3.067 ± 0.243) × 10−9
γ1
−2.084 ± 0.058
E0?
( MeV )
200.0
γ2
−3.367 ± 0.100
Eb
( MeV )
3889.145 ± 466.093
β
0.916 ± 0.207
log L
TS

gll_iem_v06
N0

TS and Likelihood
652516.750
14616.165

γ

(†)
1.004 ± 0.005 0.022 ± 0.002

(PowerLaw)
E0?

iso_P8R2_SOURCE_V6_v06
dN/dE

( MeV )
100.000

(†)
(2.128 ± 0.447) × 10−1
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Figure 4.6: Spectral Energy Distribution obtained through the likelihood analysis using P8 Fermi
data, adopting [46] radio map as spatial map. The line represent the best-fit curve, the
points are obtained with the binned analysis.

Figure 4.7: Residual map for the analysis with the smoothly broken power law adopting [46]
radio map as spatial model. The 10 GHz radio map is marked in indigo. The residual
map is binned with a pixel size of 0.1◦ and is smoothed with a Gaussian kernel radius
of 0.2◦ .
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4.4.1

Split template analysis

The likelihood analysis with the split template is implemented removing W44
from the source library and replacing it with two (or more) different sources with
the same starting spectral parameters but with a spatial model obtained dividing
the original [35] template file along its axes of symmetry. The xml snippet in
Section (A.3) shows how the division of the [35] template along its major axis of
symmetry is inserted in the source model.
The spectral model chosen for this analysis is a simple broken power law (BrokenPowerLaw in the xml spectrum type) defined in the expression (3.3). This spectral
model has 4 free parameters (N0 ,γ1 ,Eb ,γ2 ), instead of the five (N0 ,γ1 ,Eb ,γ2 ,β) of the
SmoothBrokenPowerLaw. Since the division of the source implies the introduction
of another extended source in the fitting procedure, the simpler BrokenPowerLaw spectral model is chosen to facilitate the overall computation. Several split
templates are tested but only the results of those that have shown a significant
decrease of spatial residuals are reported:
• Full template
To make the analyses performed with the different splittings comparable
with the full [35] template analysis, the first fit is performed adopting the
full template as spatial model and modeling the spectra with a broken
power law. The SED obtained, shown in Figure (4.4), reproduces the main
spectral features already pointed out in Figure (4.8.a). The break is now at
higher energies ((1999.545 ± 246.193) MeV of the smoothly broken power
law versus the (3675.917 ± 412.059) MeV of the simple broken power law)
and the first index is smaller (−1.415 ± 0.064 vs −2.417 ± 0.043), anyway
their variations can be explained considering the abrupt index variations of
the definition (3.3) instead of the smooth variation allowed by the expression
(3.9). The residual map shows a significant negative excess (around 2.5 σ) in
the right part of the map, similar to what is shown in Figure (4.5). Thus the
template is divided in two parts cutting the elliptical ring along its major
axis. The right part is referred to as W44 E (W44 East) and the left part is
referred to as W44 W (W44 West).
• East + West template
The residual map for the E + W template (Figure (4.9.b)) shows a decrease
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in the extension and in the value (around 1.5 σ) of the negative residuals.
Moreover the spectra of the two parts have a different behavior and a
different fluxes. The emission form the East part is lower, as expected from
the previous negative residuals. Figure (4.9.a) shows the SED obtained with
the E + W template.
In order to further reduce the negative residuals the template is divided
in three and four parts. In the former case the East template is divided in
two equal parts, the upper-right part is referred to as W44 NE (W44 North
East), the lower-right as W44 SE (W44 South East). In the latter also the
West template is divided in a similar way, the upper-left part is referred to
as W44 NW (W44 North West), the lower-left as W44 SW (W44 South West).
• North East + South East + West template
The negative residuals in Figure (4.10) are further reduced (around 1 σ).
Note that the spectra of the NE and SE parts are slightly different.
• North East + South East + North West + South West template
Finally the template was divided in four pieces. In the North East and North
West part a negative residual around 1.5 σ appears, Figure (4.11) shows the
residual map for this split template. The results for analysis with the various
template (spectral parameters, TS and log L) along with the normalization
of the diffuse components is shown in Table (4.6).

As already outlined in Section (2.4.1) a quantitative comparison between different
models using the likelihood analysis can be performed using the likelihood ratio
test (LRT). If the hypothesis of the Wilks theorem are fully satisfied the quantity
2 (log L − log L0 ) (where L and L0 are the maximum likelihood values for the
models to be compared) is asimptotically distributed as a χ2 with a number of
degrees of freedom equals to the difference of parameters between the two models.
The quantities listed in Table (4.4) are related to this interpretation. 2 × ∆log Lfull
is the double of the difference in likelihood between the i-th model and the
full template model, νfull indicates the additional number of degrees of freedom
introduced with respect to the full template model (the parameters of the broken
power law of each newly created piece). 2 × ∆log LE+W indicates the double of
the difference in likelihood between the i-th model and the E+W template model,
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νE+W indicates the additional number of degrees of freedom introduced with
respect to the the E+W template.
Table 4.4: Difference in likelihood between the different split template fit.

split template analysis
full
E+W
NE + SE + W
NE + SE + NW + SW

log L
652565.563
652605.188
652608.438
652616.500

2 × ∆log Lfull
0
79.25
85.75
101.874

νfull
0
4
8
12

p-value
0
2.51 × 10−16
3.3 × 10−15
2.38 × 10−16

split template analysis
E+W
NE + SE + W
NE + SE + NW + SW

log L
652605.188
652608.438
652616.500

2 × ∆log LE+W
0
6.5
22.624

νE+W
0
4
8

p-value
0
0.165
0.004

The East + West template and the 4-pieces template models have a significance
well above 5 σ with respect to the full template hypothesis (note the change in the
log L). The 4-pieces template has a significance above ∼ 2 σ with respect to the
East + West template model. The comparison between the E + W and the 4-pieces
split template models is still at the limits of the significance, although the visible
decrease in the residual map.
A different method should be used if the models are not nested and the hypothesis
of the Wilk’s theorem are not satisfied. An informative criterion that can be used
to compare the different models is the Akaike information criterion (AIC) [48].
The AIC is defined as:
AIC = 2 k − 2log L ,
(4.3)
where k is the number of parameters in the model. In this formulation, the best
hypothesis is considered to be the one that minimizes the AIC.
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Table 4.5: AIC criterion for the split template fit.

Split template fit
full
E+W
NE + SE + W
NE + SE + NW + SW

log L
652565.563
652605.188
652608.438
652616.500

k
4
8
12
16

∆AIC
77.874
6.624
8.124
0

In Table (4.5) ∆AIC is the difference in the AIC value for the j-th model from the
one that minimizes the AIC, in this case the NE + SE + NW + SW model with
AIC = -1305201.0. This criterion suggests that the 4-pieces split template model is
the best hypothesis but it tends to favor models with a higher number of degrees
of freedom.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8: (a) SED obtained for the analysis with the full template. (b) Corresponding residual
map smoothed with a Gaussian kernel radius of 0.2◦ .
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9: (a) SED obtained for the analysis with the East + West split template. (b) Corresponding residual map smoothed with a Gaussian kernel radius of 0.2◦ .
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: (a) SED obtained for the analysis with the North East + South East + West split
template. (b) Corresponding residual map smoothed with a Gaussian kernel radius of
0.2◦ .
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Figure 4.11: Residual map for the analysis with the using the full 3FGL template, smoothed with
a gaussian kernel radius of 0.2◦ .
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4.4.2

PSF3 event type selection

Figure 4.12: SED obtained for the E + W split template with no event type selection (red and
indigo) and with PSF3 event type (coral, light purple).

The previous analysis was here repeated using the PSF3 (see Section (1.3.1)) event
type. Since it contains the best quartile of data in the quality of the reconstructed
direction, it should help in disentangling the emission from different regions
of the source. However this cut on the events implies the loss of ∼ 3/4 of the
total statistics. Due to the reduced statistics, the fitting procedure produced
reasonable errors only for the E+W template with a log L = 201920.750 and
TS: TSW44E = 341.693, TSW44W = 1260.964. The SED obtained from the E + W
template is shown in Figure (4.12). Figure (4.13) illustrates the confront between
the residual map produced with the E + W template with the full events (a) and
with PSF3 selection (b). Note that with PSF3 events the decrease of the residual at
around 1 σ is already possible with the E + W splitting (the same decrease of the
residual is reached with the full event type using the template split in 4).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13: Residual map obtained for the E + W split template analysis with no event type
selection (a) and PSF3 (b).
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4.5

SED modeling and discussion

Figure 4.14: W44 flux points for full template, East and West split template. SED fitted with a
π0 -decay model.

An interpretation model is developed in order to explain the spectral points
obtained so far. Following the results obtained in [32], a π0 -model decay is used
to fit both the full template and East + West photon flux components. The model
is developed in [49]. For a defined parent proton population, the γ-ray flux is
obtained integrating the parent distribution with the cross-section of the protonproton process [50].
The fit was performed both on the flux points of the full template analysis and on
the East and West flux components. The parent proton spectrum as a function of
momentum p was parametrized by a broken power law in the form:
"

−∆s #
dNp
p
∝ p − s1 1 +
.
(4.4)
dp
pbr
s1 is the primary proton index, ∆s = s2 − s1 is the variation in the spectral index,
pbr is the momentum corresponding to the change in the index. Best-fit parameters
were searched using χ2 -fitting to the flux points. In order to better identify the
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spectral shapes of the two components, the binned analysis was extended down to
316 MeV. For energies < 1 GeV the West and East emission is identical due to the
broadening of the PSF prevents any discrimination between the two emissions.
In the case of the East template the best fit of the data was obtained with a simple
power law, whose expression can be obtained from (4.4) assuming ∆s = 0. The
parameters for the parent proton spectrum distribution in the case of full and East
and West components flux are listed in Table (4.7). In the last column is listed
Wp , the total kinetic energy of protons integrated above 1 GeV. Wp is evaluated
assuming a density of gas in all the regions of the SNR of 650 cm−3 and a distance
of 2.9 kpc, following [32].
Table 4.7: Parent proton distribution parameters

full template
East
West

s1
2.43 ± 0.1
2.75 ± 0.07
2.13 ± 0.16

∆s
1.69 ± 0.93
–
2.00 ± 0.56

pbr ( GeV c−1 )
60.03 ± 5.66
–
33.00 ± 14.57

Wp (erg)
(8.77 ± 0.87) × 1048
(5.09 ± 0.74) × 1048
(4.40 ± 0.94) × 1048

The integral γ-ray flux of the West component is ∼ 0.6 times the overall flux, the
integral flux of the East component is ∼ 0.4. The Wp of the East side is higher
than the West one but their values are compatible within the their errors.The
results obtained show that adopting a simple model with hadronic emission for
both regions and assuming the same density for the East and West branches, two
different parent proton spectra are observed. The West component of the proton
spectrum is harder than the East one and shows a break similar to the one in
the overall spectrum; the East component is instead better described by a simple
power law. The different spectral features evaluated can be explained with two
different interpretations.
In the first scenario the different γ-ray spectra are due to different interactions of
CRs with the molecular cloud in the two regions. The East side, having a softer
spectrum and lacking of any spectral break above 1 GeV, could be subjected to a
major escape of high energy CRs, this would results in the displacement of the
energy break towards lower energies.
The second scenario could account for the harder spectrum of the West side with
some mechanism of riacceleration of CRs [51], this would cause the hardening of
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the spectrum until the break of ∼ 30 GeV c−1 .
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−1.399 ± 1.023
−2.150 ± 1.317
−2.180 ± 0.069
−2.165 ± 0.033

(1.525 ± 0.079) × 10−11
(1.040 ± 0.164) × 10−11
(6.229 ± 0.110) × 10−12
(1.080 ± 0.025) × 10−12

W44 NE
W44 SE
W44 NW
W44 SW

0.018 ± 0.001
0.018 ± 0.001
0.018 ± 0.001

1.017 ± 0.004
1.017 ± 0.004
1.017 ± 0.001

W44 E+W

W44 NE+SE+W

W44 NE+SE+NW+SW

γ
0.018 ± 0.002

W44

source

gll_iem_v06
N0
(†)
1.017 ± 0.005

100.000

100.000

100.000

(PowerLaw)
E0
( MeV )
100.000

54.899
284.184
557.527
424.162

175.120
367.704
2136.850

652616.500

652608.438

(1.215 ± 0.200) × 10−1

(1.205 ± 0.416) × 10−1

(1.217 ± 0.418) × 10−1

iso_P8R2_SOURCE_V6_v06
dN/dE
(†)
(1.244 ± 0.423) × 10−1

−2.748 ± 0.048 1006.354 ± 19.865
−2.852 ± 0.083 1578.037 ± 167.982
−2.870 ± 0.029 2218.127 ± 15.691
−3.549 ± 0.092 4301.876 ± 40.757

−2.688 ± 0.524 −2.808 ± 0.129 1717.496 ± 312.902
−1.605 ± 0.764 −2.851 ± 0.082 1561.746 ± 212.049
−2.331 ± 0.058 −3.180 ± 0.084 3926.421 ± 179.373

(4.837 ± 2.440) × 10−12
(9.485 ± 3.608) × 10−12
(2.673 ± 0.346) × 10−12

652605.188

W44 NE
W44 SE
W44 W

709.986
2125.698

−1.967 ± 0.435 −2.828 ± 0.060 1483.325 ± 150.307
−2.327 ± 0.055 −3.184 ± 0.089 3931.050 ± 190.744

(1.827 ± 0.511) × 10−11
(2.653 ± 0.332) × 10−12

log L

W44 E
W44 W

TS

−2.417 ± 0.043 −3.053 ± 0.064 3675.917 ± 412.059 14919.579 652565.563

Eb
( MeV )

(4.657 ± 1.405) × 10−12

γ2

W44

γ1

N0
(†)

source

Table 4.6: BrokenPowerLaw 1 GeV ≤ E ≤ 300 GeV. For abbreviation (†) = ( ph MeV −1 cm−2 s−1 sr −1 ).
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Conclusions
The main goal of the analyses performed in this thesis is experimenting the
potential of the new Fermi Pass 8 data for the study of the emission of extended
sources. W44 was chosen as a paradigmatic example, being one of the two
brightest extended source in the γ-ray sky. The first analysis at high energies
(E > 1 GeV) with Pass 8 adopting spectral models [32] and spatial templates
[35][52] widely described in the previous literature, produces residual maps with
significant negative residuals localized in one of the region of the SNR shell.
Negative residuals point out that the model used is somehow overestimating the
emission in that region. Therefore an approach that in this thesis is referred to as
“morphological” is tried in the attempt of disentangling the different γ-emitting
regions of the SNR shell. Since the standard tool for likelihood analysis gtlike can
not be used for fitting the spatial extension, this morphological analysis consists
in the division of the [35] elliptical ring template in two or more symmetric pieces
(they are treated as independent extended sources by the fitting procedure) and
in the search for different spectral features for each of them. The residual maps
constitute an important indicator of the quality of the results: analysis with split
template that do not produce a decrease in extension and value of the residuals
are discarded.
Pass 8 data analysis at high energies of W44 unveils the different spectral emission
of the two East and West branches (obtained cutting the original [35] template
along its major axis) of the SNR shell. This different emission is confirmed
also when repeating the analysis with the newly-introduced PSF3 event type,
which includes the quartile of the photon events with the best reconstructed
direction. Further division of the template can produce an additional decrease of
the residuals but in that case the new split templates have a size comparable with
the PSF of the instrument (∼ 0.1◦ ) and more analysis are required to draw some
definitive conclusion in this sense.
The different spectral features revealed by the data can be explained in the light of
an hadronic model that assumes no physical difference in the two East and West
branches. Different flux values and spectral shapes constitute significant clues
of different mechanisms interesting the two regions. Further investigations are
required to clarify the nature of the separate processes in the two branches.
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Appendix A
Xml source model definition
A.1

Galactic Diffuse Background

< source name = " G A L_ P8 V 6_ sc a le d " type = " DiffuseSource " >
< spectrum apply_edisp = " false " type = " PowerLaw " >
< parameter free = " 1 " max = " 100000.0 " min = " 1e -05 " name = " Prefactor " scale = " 1.0 "
value = " 1.0 " / >
< parameter free = " 1 " max = " 0.5 " min = " -0.5 " name = " Index " scale = " 1.0 " value = " 0.0 "
/>
< parameter free = " 0 " max = " 200.0 " min = " 50.0 " name = " Scale " scale = " 1.0 " value = "
100.0 " / >
</ spectrum >
< spatialModel file = " / lustrehome / divenere / DiffuseModels / P8_V6 / gll_iem_v06 . fits "
type = " M ap Cu b eF u nc ti o n " >
< parameter free = " 0 " max = " 100.0 " min = " 0.01 " name = " Normalization " scale = " 1.0 "
value = " 1.0 " / >
</ spatialModel >
</ source >

A.2

Isotropic Background

< source name = " EG_P8V6 " type = " DiffuseSource " >
< spectrum apply_edisp = " false " file = " / lustrehome / divenere / DiffuseModels / P8_V6 /
i s o _ P 8 R 2 _ S O U R C E _ V 6 _ v 0 6 . txt " type = " FileFunction " >
< parameter free = " 1 " max = " 100000.0 " min = " 1e -05 " name = " Normalization " scale = " 1.0
" value = " 1.0 " / >
</ spectrum >
< spatialModel type = " ConstantValue " >
< parameter free = " 0 " max = " 100000.0 " min = " 1e -05 " name = " Value " scale = " 1.0 " value =
" 1.0 " / >
</ spatialModel >
</ source >
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A.3

W44 East + West template

< source name = " W44_E " type = " DiffuseSource " >
< spectrum apply_edisp = " true " type = " Br okenPo werLaw " >
< parameter free = " 1 " max = " 1000.0 " min = " 0.001 " name = " Prefactor " scale = " 1e -10 "
value = " 1.0 " / >
< parameter free = " 1 " max = " -1.0 " min = " -5.0 " name = " Index1 " scale = " 1.0 " value = "
-1.8 " / >
< parameter free = " 1 " max = " 300000.0 " min = " 1000.0 " name = " BreakValue " scale = " 1.0 "
value = " 2000.0 " / >
< parameter free = " 1 " max = " -1.0 " min = " -5.0 " name = " Index2 " scale = " 1.0 " value = "
-2.3 " / >
</ spectrum >
< spatialModel file = " W44_147 .0 _left . fits " type = " SpatialMap " >
< parameter free = " 0 " max = " 1000.0 " min = " 0.001 " name = " Prefactor " scale = " 1.0 "
value = " 1.0 " / >
</ spatialModel >
</ source >
< source name = " W44_W " type = " DiffuseSource " >
< spectrum apply_edisp = " true " type = " Br okenPo werLaw " >
< parameter free = " 1 " max = " 1000.0 " min = " 0.001 " name = " Prefactor " scale = " 1e -10 "
value = " 1.0 " / >
< parameter free = " 1 " max = " -1.0 " min = " -5.0 " name = " Index1 " scale = " 1.0 " value = "
-1.8 " / >
< parameter free = " 1 " max = " 300000.0 " min = " 1000.0 " name = " BreakValue " scale = " 1.0 "
value = " 2000.0 " / >
< parameter free = " 1 " max = " -1.0 " min = " -5.0 " name = " Index2 " scale = " 1.0 " value = "
-2.3 " / >
</ spectrum >
< spatialModel file = " W44_147 .0 _right . fits " type = " SpatialMap " >
< parameter free = " 0 " max = " 1000.0 " min = " 0.001 " name = " Prefactor " scale = " 1.0 "
value = " 1.0 " / >
</ spatialModel >
</ source >
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Appendix B
Prospect for very high-energy
observation of W44 with CTA
The Cherenkov Telescope Array CTA project [53] is an initiative to build the next
generation ground-based very high energy gamma-ray instrument. It will serve
as an open observatory to a wide astrophysics community and will provide a
deep insight into the non-thermal high-energy universe.
The aims of the CTA can be roughly grouped into three main themes, serving as
key science drivers:
• Understanding the origin of cosmic rays and their role in the Universe;
• Understanding the nature and variety of particle accelerators;
• Searching for the ultimate nature of matter and physics beyond the Standard
Model.
The present generation of imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes (H.E.S.S.
[54], MAGIC [55] and VERITAS [56]) has in recent years opened the realm of
ground-based gamma ray astronomy in the energy range above a few tens of GeV.
CTA will explore our Universe in depth in Very High Energy (VHE, E > 10 GeV)
gamma-rays and investigate cosmic non-thermal processes, in close cooperation
with observatories operating at other wavelength ranges of the electromagnetic
spectrum, and those using other messengers such as cosmic rays and neutrinos.
The design foresees a factor of 5 − 10 improvement in sensitivity in the current
very high energy gamma ray domain of about 100 GeV to some 10 TeV, and an ex80
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tension of the accessible energy range from well below 100 GeV to above 100 TeV.
ctools [57] is a software package developed for the scientific analysis of Cherenkov
Telescope Array (CTA) data. Analysis of data from existing Imaging Air Cherenkov
Telescopes (such as H.E.S.S., MAGIC or VERITAS) is also supported, provided
that the data and response functions are available in the format defined for CTA.
ctools are based on GammaLib [58], a versatile toolbox for the high-level analysis
of astronomical gamma-ray data. Besides CTA, GammaLib supports also the
analysis of Fermi-LAT and COMPTEL [59] data.
This Appendix briefly presents the simulation of observations of the SNR W44,
whose analysis with Pass 8 Fermi-LAT data is the argument of this thesis. Those
simulations are also analyzed with the tools available in the ctools in order to
evaluate the significance of the source and its spectral uncertainties.

B.1

Simulation of W44 with CTA data

The implementation of ctools is almost identical to that of Fermi-LAT Science
Tools, deeply described in Chapter (2). Input/output files adopt the FITS format,
while the xml language is used for modeling sources both in the simulation and
in the analysis steps.
Two different types of observation simulation were performed on W44 with
ctobssim tool:
• a single observation of 50 h centered in RA = 284◦ , DEC = 1.37◦ (coordinates of W44) and an ROI of 5◦ around the source;
• four observation of 12.5 h centered with an offset of ±1◦ in RA and DEC
of the previous pointing position (observations now sit on the vertices of a
square with a 2◦ diagonal).
The energy range selected spans form 0.1 TeV to 100 TeV. The model defined for
the simulation contains only W44 and the instrument background. In both the
simulation the spectral emission of W44 was modeled with a π0 -decay spectral
model from [32] (described in Section (3.3.1)) and with the spatial model introduced in [35].
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The instrumental background of CTA is modeled using the background information provided in the IRF (CTAIrfBackground) multiplied by a power law, initially
set at an overall value 1.
ctools comes bundled with CTA response functions for the northern and the
southern array. The response functions are based on a Prod2 analysis with
cuts optimized for 0.5 h, 5 h and 50 h of observing time. The following Instrument Response Functions (IRFs) are available: North_0.5h, North_5h, North_50h,
South_0.5h, South_5h, and South_50h. To account for the position of the source
and for the number of hours simulated the North_50h IRF was used.
Events are simulated based on the instrument properties and based on a source
and background model. Only events that fall within the specified region of interest (ROI), defined as a circle around a sky position in Right Ascension and
Declination (in degrees), are stored in the output event data file.

B.2

Fitting CTA data

ctlike (analogous of gtlike in the Science Tools) is the tool developed for the
likelihood analysis.
As gamma-ray events are rare, the events file generated by ctobssim will in
general be sparsly populated. Their binning in a counts map eventually will
produce many empty pixels, in particular at high energies. Thus the binned
likelihood, analysis is not well suited for this analysis. In this case it is better
to work directly on the event list without binning the events in a counts cube,
using the unbinned likelihood. For the description of the likelihood functions see
Section (2.4.1). ctlike allows to perform an unbinned likelihood analysis directly
on the FITS file generated by ctobssim.
Another feature of ctools is the possibility of a combined observation analysis.
Generally, the CTA data subjected to the analysis will not only be composed of a
single observation (run) but of a list of observations that should be combined in a
joint analysis. ctools has the capability to collect individual observations in a list
and to perform, for example, a joint maximum likelihood fit of all observations in
a single shot.
The spectral emission of W44 is modeled with a simple power law of the form:
 −Γ
dN
E
= N0
,
(B.1)
dE
E0
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Figure B.1: Spectrum simulated with a single observation of 50 h and four combined observation
of 12.5 h with an alternate offset of ±1◦ in RA and DEC around the source position
(observations sit on the vertices of a square with a 2◦ diagonal). Flux points obtained
with Pass 8 Fermi-LAT data at energies 1 GeV ≤ E ≤ 100 GeV are also shown.

(where E0 is fixed to 30 GeV). Two types of likelihood analysis were performed:
• an unbinned likelihood analysis on the first single observation simulation of
50 h;
• a joint likelihood analysis combining the four 12.5 h observation simulations.
The W44 SED resulting from these analyses is plotted in Figure (B.1), along with
the Pass 8 Fermi-LAT flux points obtained in the analyses described in Chapter (4).
The spectral parameters fitted by ctlike in the two analyses are listed in Table (B.1).
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Table B.1: ctlike fitted parameters for W44 power law spectrum.

observation
50 h single
4 × 12.5 h combined

N0
(4.797 ± 0.573) × 10−7
(3.058 ± 0.611) × 10−7

Γ
3.026 ± 0.117
3.307 ± 0.235

TS
80.541
27.049

The initial choice of simulating 50 h was actually the result of a series of simulation
and analyses performed in order to obtain a significant observation (TS > 25) of
the source and errors on the spectral parameters compatible with the estimated
values. In conclusion 50 h constitutes a figure of merit of the simulated time to
obtain a significant observation of W44. The combined observations analysis
seems to better reproduce the simulated spectrum of the source but it results in a
TS slightly over the threshold established for the significance. Further simulations
will be performed to clarify the advantages and disadvantages inherent the two
methods.
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